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2022 Catholic Press Awards 

Newspaper Division 

GN111a: Best Newspaper – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
The Compass 
The Compass Staff 
 
From pictures of local valedictorians to pictures of those seeking water in Africa. From 
spotlighting a new bishop to the latest light from the Vatican. It’s all here in this well put 
together, informative and enlightening publication that seems to cover it all. The variety 
doesn’t interfere with coverage of important issues like making sure those without food get 
food or how to make the Sabbath more meaningful or caring for the elderly or assisting new 
parents. For those seeking answers, there’s even a Scripture search puzzle and inspiring 
columns. 
 
Second Place 
The B.C. Catholic 
Agnieszka Ruck, assistant editor and reporters; Inca Siojo, graphic designer; Paul Schratz, editor 
 
The horrific discovery of remains of 215 children in unmarked graves at the site of a former 
residential school in Kamloops, British Columbia, jolted not only Indigenous people, but others, 
including the Catholic Church which operated the school. This publication pulls it all together, 
including extensive coverage of apologies from church leaders and a possible meeting of an 
Indigenous delegation with the Pope. Letters to the editor and stories from survivors of the 
school round out the excellent coverage. The paper still managed to find space for inspiring 
stories about the Eucharist, abortion and the pandemic including an insight into how 
restrictions caused by COVID were wearing down priests. 
 
Third Place 
The Leaven 
The Leaven staff 
 
Bold pictures and timely well thought out articles attract and keep readers. So we get advice 
from a 98 year old, persistence from March for Life participants, and reflections from a Jesuit 
priest who repented after struggling through too much alcohol, too little praying and too little 
understanding of the Scriptures. The publication also gets into politics, marriage, helping the 
homeless and education. Well presented and deeply useful. 
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Honorable Mention 
Catholic Herald-Diocese of Madison 
Catholic Herald-Diocese of Madison Catholic Herald Staff 
 
Florida Catholic, Orlando 
Glenda Meekins, Jean Gonzalez, Ann Borowski-Slade and the Florida Catholic Media staff 
 
 
GN111b: Best Newspaper – Weekly, 6-Plus Full Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
The Criterion 
Mike Krokos, John Shaughnessy, Sean Gallagher, Natalie Hoefer, Brandon A. Evans, Ann Lewis 
 
I like the vibrant, youthful feel of this newspaper! Even aside from the special coverage of the 
NCYC, there is a lot of coverage of youth and young families, and the cover photos exude 
youthfulness and energy — very positive! The format is welcoming (portable). There is a good 
variety of news and opinion. 
 
Second Place 
The Tablet 
Bishop Nicholas DiMarzio, Publisher Vito Formica, Exec. Director of News Content & 
Development Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Jim DelCioppo, Managing 
Editor James Harney, Assistant Managing Editor Paula Katinas and Bill Miller, Senior Reporters 
Melissa Enaje and Erin DeGregorio, Staff Writers John Lavenburg, National Correspondent Faby 
Rodriguez, Lead Designer Kristy Etheridge, Proofreader JoAnn DiNapoli, Director of Advertising 
John Alexander, Marketing & Circulation Manager 
 
This is a great newspaper with a lot of information and many local stories that would be 
relevant to many local Catholics. The format is welcoming (portable), though the covers of the 
ones submitted here were all “negative” stories, which I’m not sure would be the most 
welcoming tact to take. The reporting is solid, and the newspaper offers a good variety of news 
and opinion, sprinkled with some sports, education, and other specialty coverage. Nice work! 
 
Third Place 
The Record 
Jennifer Jenkins, Paul Hohman, Rachell Rauh, Kayla Bennett, Ruby Thomas, Kathy Estes, Marnie 
McAllister 
 
The newspaper provides a good variety of local news and opinion. The cover photos are good, 
though it seems that more could be done “above the fold” to draw in readers. The format is 
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difficult to handle (big when unfolded). The topics covered are relevant and good for a target 
market of mostly older adult readers. Nice work. 
 
 
GN111c: Best Newspaper – Non-Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Catholic Herald 
Catholic Herald Staff 
 
A wide range of news and comment on issues important to Catholics — abortion, death 
penalty, diversity, marijuana legalization. A cartoon stresses the importance of Covid 
vaccinations. The editors keep an eye on the legislature. But a light feature on ukeleles fits in. 
Good writing and photos throughout. 
 
Second Place 
Florida Catholic, Miami 
Florida Catholic staff 
 
Strong writing and some good photos. Good story range. Impressive special section on collapse 
of apartment building in Surfside. 
 
Third Place 
The Catholic Post 
Thomas Dermody, editor; Jennifer Willems, assistant editor; Sonia Nelson, advertising manager; 
Shannon Reznik, graphic design 
 
The Post presents the news of the diocese and lots of it. Good writing and photos, strong 
design. Impressive job by a smaller paper. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Catholic Sentinel 
Catholic Sentinel staff, with Ed Langlois managing editor 
 
The Dialog 
Joseph P. Owens, Virginia Durkin O’Shea, Mike Lang, Kaitlyn Firmani 
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GN111d: Best Newspaper – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Clarion Herald 
Clarion Herald Staff 
 
This newspaper stands out because it seems to have something for everyone in the family, from 
seniors to parents to single people to teenagers to elementary school kids. I like how the cover 
has multiple headlines, as well as a well-place photo to draw in readers. It’s a positive, 
welcoming, enjoyable newspaper to read. Great work! 
 
Second Place 
The Georgia Bulletin 
The news staff of The Georgia Bulletin 
 
I like how the newspaper has parts for a variety of different readers of all ages. And it has a 
crossword to engage readers. Headlines on the cover draw readers into the newspaper. The 
photos on the cover also provide a focal point to draw in readers. Nice work! 
 
Third Place 
Catholic New York 
Catholic New York Staff 
 
This is a high quality newspaper with welcoming cover. The newspaper covers substantive 
topics for a general Catholic adult audience. The special sections add a nice element to the 
newspaper and give it flexibility to appeal to a wide variety of people to cover a variety of 
themes. A pleasure to read. Nice work! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Tennessee Register 
Tennessee Register Staff 
 
Catholic Courier 
Catholic Courier Staff 
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GN111e: Best Newspaper – National/Wire Service 
 
First Place 
National Catholic Register 
Editors: Jeanette De Melo, Joan Desmond, Amy Smith, Tom McFeely, Tom Wehner Graphics 
artist: Melissa Hartog Correspondents: Lauretta Brown, Michelle Chabin, Steven D. Greydanus, 
Edward Pentin, Joseph Pronechen, Peter Jesserer Smith, Solène Tadié, K.V. Turley 
 
Neatly packaged into sections like Vatican, culture, arts, nation, in depth, opinion, this paper 
offers everything Catholic including a Christmas time suggestion for buying Catholic Christmas 
gifts. While the large print format can be bulky it does allow for large pictures and huge 
headlines that force themselves on readers. And the hard hitting, insightful news keeps those 
reader. Stories about Haiti, Germany, abortion, same sex marriage, forced marriages in 
Pakistan, and, of course, COVID. A truly national newspaper. 
 
Second Place 
The Catholic Register 
Catholic Register staff 
 
We learn of a woman who rejected abortion as a way out of an unwanted pregnancy, and of 
those who helped her throughout the pregnancy. But we also learn of a street ministry that 
failed to help a woman in need and of the struggles of a man who eventually became a saint. 
While ample coverage is given church issues in Canada, we also learn of the plight of the 
Rohingya, of migrants on the US-Mexico border, and of the struggles in the Middle East and 
Myanmar. And for Easter, we get pictures of Christ drawn by students in grades 1 through 8. A 
gift of all that is Catholic wrapped up in a readable thoughtful package. 
 
Third Place 
National Catholic Reporter 
NCR staff and contributors 
 
Hard hitting. To the point. The unhinged in the White House replaced by “competence and 
intelligence.” And “In came Latin, incense and burned books, out went half the parishioners.” 
And the Church, itself, can become a target: “Vatican office admits silence about children of 
priests was a mistake.”  
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N321a: Best Annual Report - (Arch) Diocesan Finances 
 
First Place 
2021 Diocese of Richmond Annual Report 
The Catholic Virginian, Office of Communications & Office of Finance Staff 
 
This was a great “Goldilocks” annual report where everything was balanced well. There was just 
the right mix of text, images, facts, figures, anecdotes, and quotes. The numbers were available 
for those interested in digging deeper into the budget, but the information provided was not 
overwhelming. The images ranged in tone from playful to solemn with everything in between- 
symbolizing the many different highs and lows of a year. 
 
Second Place 
The Joy of the Family: 2020/2021 Annual Report of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 
Vancouver 
The B.C. Catholic, Graphic Design: Inca Siojo Content Writer: Krista Greig Content Editor: Paul 
Schratz 
 
This entry had a strong mix of text and images. The report offered significant detail into the 
fundraising, spending, and achievements. I got a strong sense from the document what the 
Archdiocese of Vancouver did, where (and how many people) they served, what their values 
were, and who many of their personnel were. 
 
Third Place 
As I have loved you 
Catholic News Herald, Catholic News Herald Staff 
 
This was an incredibly thorough document. The images used throughout were very high quality. 
The report covered a wide range of topics (including COVID-19, food pantries, and educational 
programs) that marked the year. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Annual Stewardship Report Diocese of Honolulu 
Hawaii Catholic Herald, Various 
 
Diocesan Services Fund Annual Report 2020 - Bringing Your Greatest Gifts to the Lord 
Texas Catholic Herald, Catherine Viola 
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N321b: Best Annual Report - Catholic Non-Profit Organization 
 
First Place 
Catholic Community Foundation Annual Report 2021 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Francie Hogan 
 
This report is beautifully designed! Each graphic element has purpose and draws the eye across 
the pages. The writing is professional and engaging. Each section of the report is detailed, and 
the graphs show data in a meaningful way. 
 
Second Place 
Catholic Charities 
The Compass, Susan Simoens and Amy Kawula 
 
This light, fresh design really makes this report fun to read! Engaging photos and graphics help 
to complement the text. The report is concise and the formatting is strategic to use the space 
efficiently. 
 
 

N325: Best Promotional House Ad 
 
First Place 
Administrative Professionals Day 
The Compass, Susan Simoens and Amy Kawula 
 
This was a great advertisement! I was drawn to it for the pretty flowers and vibrant colors 
throughout. The large “REMEMBER” text also catches the attention of readers quickly flipping 
through. The use of the notebook to hold the text was also a nice touch. One of the best parts 
of the ad is how it included the lines to write the message on — any attempt to make the ask 
easier for people goes a long way! 
 
Second Place 
Promotional House Ad 
Catholic Courier, Matt Saxon 
 
This was a great ad! The red background with white/black words was a bold choice and made 
for an eye-catching piece. I also really liked the playful-ness of the smiling model acting like she 
is holding the advent calendar and website. The ad clearly lays out what they are promoting 
and all the different options. 
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Third Place 
Smugmug 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Pia Hovenga 
 
This was a very strong ad! The large, bright pink text made it stand out on the page. The stock 
images chosen to demonstrate what could be printed on the mugs or bags were very pretty and 
made a compelling case for why it would be a nice gift. It was a smart decision to have the ad 
focus on Mother’s Day as an opportunity to buy the Smugmug products. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Wedding 
Arlington Catholic Herald, David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
YouTube promo ad 
Florida Catholic (Palm Beach), Michael Jimenez 
 
 
N331: Best Media Kit 2021 
 
First Place 
DeSales Media Group 
The Tablet, Israel Ochoa, Damayanti Chakravarty, JoAnn DiNapoli, Kimberly Benn 
 
Thus entry excels in attractiveness of its design and, more importantly, the clarity of the 
information it presents, organizing a complicated network of media platforms into a digestible 
framework. 
 
Second Place 
The Pilot Boston 
The Pilot Boston, Antonio Enrique, Editor, Nan Wilkins, Production Manager, Dan Maguire, 
Advertising Manager 
 
This entry excels in the thoroughness of its presentation, with a commendably detailed 
overview of its target audience. Ample space is given to each class of advertising, standing out 
from other media kits that attempt to compress information onto a few pages, hampering 
readability. Attractive design as well. 
 
Third Place 
Catholic News Herald Media Kit 
Catholic News Herald, Kevin Eagan 
 
A readable, pleasantly designed media kit. 
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Honorable Mention 
2022 Advertising Media Kit 
Catholic Star Herald, Neal Cullen, Advertising Sales Director; Paul J. Worthington, Sales Account 
Manager; Cynthia E. Soper, Business Manager; Tom O’Shea, Production Coordinator & Graphic 
Designer 
 
 
N335a: Best Single Ad Originating with the Publication - Black-and-White 
 
First Place 
St. Joseph School 
The Compass, Susan Simoens 
 
The dominant graphic splashes across the ad with movement and numerous shades of gray. It 
draws the eye and leads it sequentially to the headline, call to action and action copy. 
 
Second Place 
Honoring the Sisters of Saint Joseph of Philadelphia 
Catholic Star Herald, Tom O’Shea, Production Coordinator & Graphic Designer 
 
The ad has a nice balance of the spectrum of white-gray-black. It accomplishes its goal of paying 
tribute to its intended subjects. 
 

N335b: Best Single Ad Originating with the Publication - Color 
 
First Place 
Father John Bosco 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Michael Jimenez 
 
This piece has eyecatching design. The color scheme is rich and visually appealing. The text is 
easy to read and formatted neatly. 
 
Second Place 
Harvest Festival 
Florida Catholic (Venice), Michael Jimenez 
 
This adorable design is festive and eyecatching! It includes just the right amount of information 
and fonts that enhance the theme. It is expertly formatted! 
 
Third Place 
Thank You! South Jersey Catholic School Nurses 
Catholic Star Herald, Tom O’Shea Production Coordinator & Graphic Designer 
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This page is well organized and formatted. It employs a simple design with soft, bright colors 
that elicit a calming and lighthearted response. This ad is comforting and cheerful! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Ariens Company 
The Compass, Susan Simoens 
 
St. Thomas More Concerts 
Arlington Catholic Herald, St. Thomas More Concerts David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
 
N335c: Best Single Ad Originating with the Publication - Online Ad 
 
First Place 
St. Paul VI 
Arlington Catholic Herald, David Garcia and advertising staff 
 
The ad is geometrically interesting, with four distinct shapes, and the text/images that fill those 
spaces are each just as distinct. The call to action stands out on the only white background. 
 
Second Place 
Download our new free app 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Michael Jimenez 
 
The ad has a dominant image that sets up the call to action perfectly. The call to action text 
stands out from other text elements because of color contrast and font size, popping off the ad 
compared to the background. 
 
Third Place 
Franciscan Sisters of Christian Charity 
The Compass, Susan Simoens 
 
The ad is effective in its simple display, letting the call to action for its very specific target 
audience clearly shine through. 
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N343: Best Ad Campaign Originating with the Publication for Advertiser 
 
First Place 
Faith formation 
Arlington Catholic Herald, David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
The ad creatively uses a color scheme that plays off the captivating image’s colors and works 
with a strong headline to create intrigue.  
The expository nature of the copy spurs action because its detail informs the reader in a deep, 
cerebral way commensurate with the subject matter. 
 
Second Place 
Lansdowne 
Arlington Catholic Herald, David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
The double meanings in the headline and subhed are clever, and the layering over the gradient 
feathered image creates a cohesive graphic display. And the call to action offers multiple ways 
to connect. 
 
Third Place 
Frank Vincent 
Catholic Star Herald, Frank Vincent Tom O’Shea, Production Coordinator & Graphic Designer 
 
The ad effectively communicates its message of window/roofing improvements with an image 
of a house featuring prominent windows and roof. The call to action is clear, and the addition of 
coupons spurs physical engagement. 
 

N345: Most Effective Use of Small Space 
 
First Place 
Paul VI 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Paul VI David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
Adding a “second page” to this sticky ad is a clean way to give more information and illicit 
interest. Using a photo in the center of the ad is eye-catching and directs the viewer to the 
school’s motto, while not crowding out important event information. 
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Second Place 
Camp St. Charles 
Arlington Catholic Herald, David Garcia and Advertising Staff 
 
Use of bright, opposing colors in the three ads, (and colored borders on two,) makes each ad 
distinct from the other, grabbing the viewer’s attention and enabling the viewer to see each ad 
separately. Placing the camp ads on the Camps & Travel page is a helpful experience for the 
reader which can turn into dollars spent at those businesses. 
 
Third Place 
St. Joseph’s Cemetery, Chapel, Mausoleum & Columbaria 
Catholic Star Herald, Tom O’Shea Production Coordinator & Graphic Designer 
 
Grouping like ads into a “Funeral Directory” is an effective technique to engage the reader as 
shopper. Labeling it as such at top and offering the ad department’s number is a successful call 
to action for a separate audience. 
 

N347: Best Special Supplement or Special Issue with Advertising Emphasis 
 
First Place 
Following in the footsteps of saints 
Our Sunday Visitor, Our Sunday Visitor Staff 
 
Strong, full-color ad design complements an excellent layout. 
 
Second Place 
Open House Education 
The Pilot, Father Robert M. O’Grady: Special Section Editor Nan Wilkins: Production Manager 
Dan Maguire: Advertising Manager 
 
Good quality, full-color advertisements complement a strong layout. 
 
Third Place 
Graduation Issue — Celebrating The Class of 2021 
The Record, Jennifer Jenkins, Advertising Director, Marnie McAllister, Editor, Paul Hohman, 
Production Manager, Kathy Estes, Advertising Support, Rachell Rauh, Production Assistant 
 
This entry stands out for the complementary quality of the ads to the editorial content, not just 
functioning as advertising, but also supplementing and enhancing the editorial content. 
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Honorable Mention 
Faith That Works 
The Compass, Jeff Kurowski, Amy Kawula and Susan Simoens 
 

N361: Best Front Page 
 
First Place 
Best Front Page 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, The Catholic Spirit 
 
This cover says must read. 
 
Second Place 
Catholic Health World 
Catholic Health World, Judy VandeWater, Editor Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor Les Stock, 
Lead Communication Designer 
 
Standout covers. Lead pieces nab attention and drive eyes to scan the entire page expecting 
more tantalizing articles of interest — with expectations exceeded. 
 
Third Place 
The Catholic Register 
The Catholic Register, Erik Canaria 
 
Masthead font a big win. Teasers above lead story effective; cover piece remains standout, but 
readers can see there is much more to discover. 
 
Honorable Mention 
The Leaven 
The Leaven, Todd Habiger 
 
Front Page 
Our Sunday Visitor, Chelsea Alt and Our Sunday Visitor Staff 
 

N365a: Best Use of Graphics - Art or Graphics 
 
First Place 
48 Years Of Marching For The Voiceless 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Faby Rodriguez, Lead 
Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor 
 
A very attractive timeline that offers historical perspective along with a visual time capsule. 
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Second Place 
Msgr. Quinn: A Champion of Equality 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Faby Rodriguez, Lead 
Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor 
 
The photos add energy and make the timeline come to life 
 
Third Place 
From Long Island To The Island Of Dominica 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Faby Rodriguez, Lead 
Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor James Harney, Assistant Managing Editor 
 
 
Honorable Mention 
Arlington Diocese to mark 50 years 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Pia Hovenga 
 
Cast In ‘His’ Mold 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Faby Rodriguez, Lead 
Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor James Harney, Assistant Managing Editor 
 
 

N365b: Best Use of Graphics - Best Chart or Information Graphic 
 
First Place 
It’s Worth A Shot 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Jim DelCioppo, Managing 
Editor Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer 
 
This information graphic does an excellent job of visually showing some of the subject of the 
article. The use of the map and vaccination sites and the inclusion of photos provides impact 
and interest. 
 
Second Place 
One-Year Report 
The B.C. Catholic, Inca Siojo, graphic designer 
 
The information and bold numbers of this graphic are easy to interpret and nicely compliment 
the article. The timeline at the bottom is helpful and the coronavirus graphics add to the impact 
of the overall presentation. 
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Third Place 
Finding calm in the chaos 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Pia Hovenga 
 
The simplicity of this information graphic lends itself to the subject - “Finding Calm.” The color 
choices are soothing and welcoming, the text is easy to understand and to the point and the 
graphics are clean. 
 
Honorable Mention 
From Brooklyn To China 
The Tablet, Michelle Powers, Managing Editor of News Operations Jim DelCioppo, Managing 
Editor Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer 
 
Catholic school enrollment graphic 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Pia Hovenga 
 
 
N365c: Best Use of Graphics - Best Original Illustration 
 
First Place 
Share Christ’s love on Valentine’s Day 
The Catholic Moment, Melinda McPherson 
 
These illustrations are so adorable! This piece’s creative design is interactive, allowing the 
reader to cut out and color on the illustrations. Its formatting, font, and images make it a well-
structured and cohesive graphic. 
 
Second Place 
The Pillars of Lent 
The Catholic Moment, Designed and created by Melinda McPherson 
 
This piece has a unique and creative font that looks like handwriting. Its neat formatting and 
soft colors draw in the eye. I especially like that the handdrawn icons and circular portraits 
match the color scheme, adding visual intrigue. 
 
Third Place 
Easter Basket 
The Tablet, Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer 
 
This colorful design looks like chalk art and lends well to the topic of the page. It is eyecatching 
and unique. 
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Honorable Mention 
What the Eucharist means 
The Georgia Bulletin, Tom Schulte, graphic designer 
 
 
N371a: Best Layout of Article or Column – Diocesan 
 
First Place 
Pope’s Message 
The Tablet, Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor 
 
This layout works well vertically and horizontally to direct (but not confuse) the eye. At the 
same time, the design is clean, moving the viewer through locales on a map and a calendar of 
events with efficiency. 
 
Second Place 
Diocese of Crookston and Sisters of Saint Benedict announce strategic partnership to further 
shared mission 
Our Northland Diocese, Janelle C. Gergen, Editor Cait Palmiter, FAITH Catholic 
 
This designer makes good use of pull-out graphics to convey easily digestible nuggets of 
information. Small details, such as creating puzzle piece borders for the lead front photos, go a 
long way to make the layout visually appealing. 
 
Third Place 
15 Years of Turmoil in Puerto Rico 
The Tablet, Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer Jim DelCioppo, Managing Editor 
 
The designer heightens the emotional and visual impact by overlaying information blocks and 
photos on top of one large photo, used as the background. Using directional arrows to move 
the viewer from one information box to the next is an effective organizational tool and keeps 
the viewer engaged with the story. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Justice for George 
The Tablet, Faby Rodriguez, Lead Designer 
 
Arlington Diocese to mark 50 years 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Pia Hovenga 
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N371b: Best Layout of Article or Column - National Newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
The top 10 Catholic cities to visit in the U.S. 
Our Sunday Visitor, Marion Amberg 
 
Awesome topic. Fun and creative layout. Lots of info easy to follow and read. LOVE it! 
 
Second Place 
Who needs a sabbatical? Everyone (including you) 
Our Sunday Visitor, Chelsea Alt and Our Sunday Visitor Staff 
 
Creative and fun layout. Graphic selection is so strong, perfect matches! 
 
Third Place 
A common future: The issues Biden should prioritize 
National Catholic Reporter, Toni-Ann Ortiz 
 
Strong photos used. Very good newsy design, well matched with topic 
 
 
N511: Best Regular Column by Bishop or Archbishop 
 
First Place 
Archbishop Hartmayer’s Peace and All Good columns 
The Georgia Bulletin, Archbishop Gregory J. Hartmayer, OFM Conv. 
 
The archbishop’s column describing how Catholic parishioners can participate in the 2023 
Synod of Bishops was clearly explained, useful and inclusive. The other two columns in the 
submission address Catholics’ questions about COVID-19 protocols and the centrality of the 
Eucharist to Catholic faith, two subjects that have been especially pressing since the beginning 
of the pandemic. 
 
Second Place 
Why I got the COVID-19 vaccine; We are more than worms; we are butterflies; Nikolas Cruz and 
the death penalty 
Florida Catholic (Miami), Archbishop Thomas Wenski 
 
The column explaining why the archbishop received the COVID-19 vaccine, with an 
accompanying photo of the moment, was a powerful statement to motivate Catholics to 
receive the vaccine. Another column, challenging prosecutors’ decision to seek the death 
penalty for Florida school shooter Nikolas Cruz, addressed a topic that parishioners may have 
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strong feelings about. It strikes a good balance between acknowledging the horror of the 
killings and explaining Church doctrine opposing capital punishment. 
 
Third Place 
Attack was the result of hate, not politics 
Catholic Star Herald, Bishop Dennis J. Sullivan 
 
The bishop’s recollection of the courage and compassion he witnessed on 9/11 was detailed 
and moving. The three columns focus on timely subjects and effectively explain how readers 
may respond to news events in ways that reflect their Catholic faith. 
 
 
N513a: Best Regular Column - Culture, the Arts and Leisure 
 
First Place 
Culture and the Church columns by David King, Ph.D. 
The Georgia Bulletin, David A. King, Ph.D. 
 
The writer’s use of personal experience is engaging and piques the reader’s interest. He makes 
excellent use of pop culture as the lens through which to analyze faith. 
 
Second Place 
Vatican Letter 
Catholic News Service, Junno Arocho Esteves, Carol Glatz, Cindy Wooden 
 
The writer deftly handles a variety of topics, whether it’s film analysis or illuminating the myth 
of a historical tale. He especially draws the reader in by making history exciting, telling the 
scandals and tidbits as a story. 
 
Third Place 
Beauty & Truth 
Catholic New York, Garan Santicola 
 
These columns are well-researched pieces, rich in depth of resources that bring historical 
figures to life. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Faith and Unbelief, The Cross and the Resurrection in 1955 Film Ordet 
National Catholic Register, K.V. Turley, U.K. Correspondent 
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N513b: Best Regular Column - Family Life 
 
First Place 
Families, lift up your eyes 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Soren Johnson 
 
Excellent writing. Key element that elevated this column to the top: Columnist voices often are 
pervasive, front and center, dominant and even domineering. This author accomplishes sharing 
insights by going beyond relying primarily on personal anecdotes and invoking other 
perspectives and sources to effectively buttress, complement, support this columnist’s voice. 
 
Second Place 
Sr. Helena Raphael Burns 
The Catholic Register, Sr. Helena Raphael Burns 
 
Exuberant voice that offers insights on real-world issues facing families today. 
 
Third Place 
Column by Theresa Civantos Barber 
Aleteia.org, Theresa Civantos Barber 
 
Clear, clean and concise, offering actionable insights. 
 
Honorable Mention 
A Space for Grace 
The Compass, Julianne Stanz 
 
The Catholic Storyteller 
AD Times, Celeste L. Behe 
 
 
N513c: Best Regular Column - General Commentary 
 
First Place 
By The Rivers of Babylon 
The Compass, Fr. John Girotti 
 
The level of the composition itself stood out in this submission. The craftsmanship of the 
writing from the engaging titles to the cadence of the variety of sentence structures enhanced 
the message which was supported with clear details and enough context for the reader. 
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Second Place 
The Griot’s Cross 
Catholic News Service, Shannen Dee Williams 
 
The clarity of thought and straightword writing style allowed the reader to process some 
important but complex topics. The author’s matter of fact tone allowed the stories to speak for 
themselves. 
 
Third Place 
NCR Connections 
National Catholic Reporter, Heidi Schlumpf 
 
The author focus on asking pressing questions and diving into complex situations matched with 
crisp language and cadence of writing made this submission stand out. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Inaugurating beloved-ness 
Global Sisters Report, Sr. Susan Francois, Horizons Columnist 
 
View from the pew 
Hawaii Catholic Herald, Mary Adamski 
 

N513d: Best Regular Column - Scripture 
 
First Place 
Person in the Pew by Amanda Hudson 
The Observer, Amanda Hudson 
 
The writer offers excellent deep insight on Biblical principles in practical terms. Her open, 
inquisitive, but reassuring tone, engages the reader. 
 
Second Place 
Sunday Word - Father David Scotchie 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Father David Scotchie 
 
The writer does a fine job of relating scripture in concrete, usable ways the reader can follow. 
He also makes an emotional impact by addressing readers’ daily problems and offering parallel 
biblical examples. 
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Third Place 
Sunday Word - Father Ben Berinti 
Florida Catholic (Venice), Father Ben Berinti 
 
The writer easily mixes pop culture, his own experiences and scripture to create well-written 
explorations on faith. This tapestry of references gives the writing a depth and heft that 
enhances the writer’s message. 
 
 
N513e: Best Regular Column - Spiritual Life 
 
First Place 
Deacon Robert Kinghorn 
The Catholic Register, Deacon Robert Kinghorn 
 
This is a beautifully written and inspirational group of columns that lovingly detail a deacon’s 
work in the “church of the street.” He makes his subjects come alive and fills the reader with a 
sense of grace. 
 
Second Place 
View from inside prison 
Catholic Times-Columbus, Michele Williams, Contributor 
 
Very eloquent set of columns written from a women’s prison that speak volumes about faith 
and freedom 
 
Third Place 
Life Lines 
Catholic New York, Mary DeTurris Poust 
 
This is a lovely, very relatable set of columns that offer guidance and hope with he everyday 
challenges of a woman’s life. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Fr. Michael Rennier’s column 
Aleteia.org, Fr. Michael Rennier 
 
Love’s Litmus 
The Criterion, Natalie Hoefer 
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N513f: Best Regular Column - Political Issues 
 
First Place 
Bishops throw cold water on the most Catholic inauguration in history 
National Catholic Reporter, Michael Sean Winters 
 
The author’s uniquely inclusive approach to difficult topics with a tone of understanding and 
compassion for all sides, the ability to defend values while not vilifying others truly made this 
author stand out. Topics are timely and interesting as well. 
 
Second Place 
For the Least of My Brethren 
Intermountain Catholic, Jean Hill 
 
The nonfiction narrative approach to illustrate the real world while discussing policy and big 
idea issues make this submission stand out. The author’s personal tone created a solid pathos 
with the reader and an ethos with the content. 
 
Third Place 
Charles Lewis 
The Catholic Register, Charles Lewis 
 
Author’s consistent stance and ability to sequence topics across columns creates a sense of 
familiarity while the author weaves biblical and historical context to his opinions makes this 
submission stand out. 
 
Honorable Mention 
The B.C. Catholic 
The B.C. Catholic, Paul Schratz 
 
 
N513g: Best Regular Column - Pandemic 
 
First Place 
Beyond the Facts 
Catholic Exponent, Pete Sheehan, Editor/General Manager 
 
These columns reflect on the COVID pandemic with empathy and heart. The author discusses 
important topics while striking a comforting and conversational tone. The end result is a 
refreshingly approachable take on a topic that is too often polarized or vitriolic in today’s 
climate. 
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Second Place 
The B.C. Catholic  
The B.C. Catholic, Paul Schratz 
 
A provocative series of columns that features strong writing and interesting ideas. 
 
 
N521a: Best Coverage - Immigration 
 
First Place 
Case managers help arrivals from Afghanistan prosper in new home 
Tennessee Register, Katie Peterson, Reporter 
 
The entry contains a gripping, detailed story of a refugee’s escape from Afghanistan that brings 
to life the complexities of the situation during the US withdrawal from the country 
 
Second Place 
The road through Mexico 
Catholic News Service, David Agren 
 
This outstanding series is meticulously and abundantly reported, brings to life the 
heartbreaking situations — including dangerous challenges — that migrants confront as they 
make the difficult decision of leaving home to come to the United States. 
 
Third Place 
A young immigrant’s budding success story; A spotlight on refugee life; Kids stranded at the 
border 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye and Lindsay Steele 
 
This is an excellent series that comes alive through profiles that humanize the issues at the 
heart of the so-called refugee crisis, along with explanatory sidebars and an editorial,crynto 
action that both enlightens and rallies readers. 
 
Honorable Mention 
NCR immigration coverage 
National Catholic Reporter, Melissa Cedillo Yunuen Trujillo Michael Sean Winters 
 
An incredible journey of faith 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Leslie Miller, Zoey Maraist 
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N521b: Best Coverage - Political Issues 
 
First Place 
NCR political coverage 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Fraga Fran Ferder John Heagle NCR Editorial Staff 
 
This is a quality package of articles with high writing and research standards. “As Southern 
states restrict voting rights, local bishops remain largely silent”, “How Catholics got conned by 
Donald Trump”, “Editorial: Catholics need to confess their complicity in the failed coup”. This 
sample shows the excellence. 
 
Second Place 
Something New on This Year’s Ballot 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Senior Reporter, and John Alexander 
 
The Tablet put together a great package of articles bringing readers of the inside of the political 
realm. The illustrations on local candidates, a look and the ballot and hearing their legislators. “I 
feel that I’ve been fighting a continuous battle since the time I got to the state legislature. If you 
have convictions, you fight for what you believe,” said Tannousis. 
 
Third Place 
Mechanisms that block pro-life Democrats 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Very insightful and researched writing with interviews on the battles of Pro-Life Democrats. 
Great insights and quotes. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Advocates call for balanced approach to juvenile justice; Close the gap in juvenile justice; Ask 
Miller-Meeks to support Dream Act 2021 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye 
 
Legal marijuana in Virginia? 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Zoey Maraist, Kevin Schweers 
 
 
N521c: Best Coverage - Papal Trips 
 
First Place 
NCR coverage of papal trips 
National Catholic Reporter, Joshua J. McElwee Christopher White 
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Good mix of background, quotes and photos. Each article has a tight focus that holds reader. 
Following Pope’s journey to Cyprus yielded story that provided some comparisons. 
 
Second Place 
Pope Francis’ visit to Iraq 
Catholic News Service, Cindy Wooden, Paul Haring, Robert Duncan 
 
Good, solid reporting that satisfies a News Service’s many clients but also forces a broad 
approach that is going to force reporter to choose breadth over depth. 
 

N521d: Best Coverage - Religious Liberty Issues 
 
First Place 
The Supreme Court, Taylor Swift and Religious Freedom 
National Catholic Register, Andrea Picciotti-Bayer, Register columnist 
 
The strong voice and conversational tone makes this series of columns a pleasure to read. The 
author provides the right amount of context and well-reasoned logic to help get the point 
across. Excellent work. 
 
Second Place 
The Government Cannot Dictate Your Conscience 
National Catholic Register, Register contributors: Michael S. Parker, Deacon Andrew P.W. 
Bennett, and Jordan Buzza 
 
The Protecting Conscience series features well-reasoned arguments and clear, strong writing to 
not only help readers understand the issue of medical conscience rights, but why it is so 
important. 
 
Third Place 
Communist China’s Complicated History With the Catholic Church 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Engy Magdy 
 
This series examines religious liberty in multiple locations around the world. The story on issues 
in Armenia was especially powerful. Well done. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Supreme Court Lifts California Ban on Indoor Worship as Pastors Mark Year of Turmoil and 
Sacrifice 
National Catholic Register, Joan Frawley Desmond, Senior Editor; Peter Jesserer Smith, Staff 
Writer; and Nicholas W. Smith, Register contributor 
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China and Religious Liberty 
National Catholic Register, Jonathan Liedl, Senior Editor; Edward Pentin, Rome Correspondent 
 
 
N521e: Best Coverage - Disaster or Crises 
 
First Place 
Surfside: A pastor’s dilemma; Constant prayers and grief; Prelates pray at site of condo collapse 
Florida Catholic (Miami), Rocío Granados, Ana Rodriguez-Soto, Father Juan Sosa 
 
A powerful and heartbreaking package with great photography. Lots of points of entry, angles. 
Excellent coverage. 
 
Second Place 
Afghanistan Tragedy, Like Vietnam, ‘an Epic Bipartisan Failure’ 
National Catholic Register, Joan Frawley Desmond, Senior Editor; Peter Jesserer Smith, Staff 
Writer; Kelsey Wicks, Register Contributor 
 
Great package, personal touches abound in this terrible tale. Coverage and context that readers 
could not find elsewhere. Excellent work in a very competitive category. 
 
Third Place 
Best Coverage - Disaster or Crisis 
Catholic Courier, Mike Latona 
 
I admired the ambition of this package and how nationwide concerns about increases in 
violence were made more local, approachable and put into context. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Storm recovery: Jesus brings love, Sisters bring chainsaws 
The Record, Kayla Boyd, staff writer Ruby Thomas, staff writer Marnie McAllister, editor 
 
A ripple effect on housing 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Leslie Miller 
 

N521g: Best Coverage - Pandemic 
 
First Place 
How to Provide Better Pandemic Care for Our Elders 
National Catholic Register, Joan Frawley Desmond, Senior Editor; Judy Roberts, Register 
Contributor 
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Excellent reporting overall. The story on the impact of the pandemic on the elderly population 
is well written and rich with detail that draws out emotion in the reader. And the story of the 
priests who went on “spiritual offense” during the COVID-19 outbreak is not a standard 
pandemic story. Excellent compilation in story form. 
 
Second Place 
Aleteia’s pandemic coverage 
Aleteia.org, John Burger, Timothy P. Flanigan, M.D. 
 
Excellent coverage on a wide range of pandemic-related topics. The altar bread story is 
especially interesting and well-reported. One of those topics that certainly flew under the 
radar. Not a run-of-the-mill story. 
 
Third Place 
Refugees use farm training to survive food shortages during the pandemic 
Global Sisters Report, Doreen Ajiambo, Africa Regional Correspondent Chris Herlinger, 
International Correspondent Charity Durano, freelancer Joachim Pham, freelancer Dan 
Stockman, National Correspondent 
 
Vivid and detailed reporting on the widespread and worldwide issues caused by COVID-19 
pandemic and what has been done to combat the problem, which transformed into a matter of 
survival. 
 
Honorable Mention 
NCR pandemic coverage 
National Catholic Reporter, Eduardo Campos Lima Alexander Thompson NCR Editorial Staff 
 
Unexpected Blessings in Education 
National Catholic Register, Peter Jesserer Smith, Staff Writer; Susan Klemond, Register 
Contributor; Lauretta Brown, Staff Writer 
 
Descriptive and well-reported stories about the pandemic’s effect on education. Stories are 
informative and give the readers a complete sense of the issues. 
 
 
N521h: Best Coverage - Racial Inequities 
 
First Place 
Obstetrics ED is Ascension Wisconsin’s latest effort to address maternal crisis 
Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor Julie Minda, Associate Editor 
 
This entry, representative of several applications from this organizations, stands out for its 
focus on diverse approaches to creating racial justice in medical settings. Background data and 
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an array of quotes from experts combine to tell compelling stories about the advance of racial 
justice. 
 
Second Place 
Educational Center Will Enliven The Legacy of Father Tolton 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Bill Miller, Erin DeGregorio, Michelle Powers, Jim DelCioppo 
 
This entry stands out for its integration of profiles of historical figures committed to racial 
justice with modern efforts to promote justice in their name. Catholic legacy is firmly entwined 
with modern activism. 
 
Third Place 
Racial Inequalities, Chauvin Trial Reaction 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Maria Wiering 
 
Through it betrays a preoccupation with civic calm at the expense of justice, this entry merits 
placement for its gripping coverage of the anxieties of the communities immediately impacted 
by the trial of Derek Chauvin. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Racial inequities: Roots, slaveholding, work for justice 
The Record, Ruby Thomas, staff writer 
 

N527: Best Coverage of Pro-Life Issues 
 
First Place 
Coverage of Pro-Life Issues 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Debbie Musser, Joe Ruff, Jonathan Lied, Christina 
Capecchi, Barb Umberger 
 
Courage. This is what screams out to the reader. The courage to choose life. The courage to 
seek healing after an abortion. The courage of a young counselor in an extremely tough job. 
The courage to face up to political challenges. An amazing selection of articles. 
 
Second Place 
Gen Z Is Spreading the Pro-Life Message in a Whole New Way on TikTok 
National Catholic Register, Staff Writers: Lauretta Brown and Joseph Pronechen; K.V. Turley, 
U.K. Correspondent, Edward Pentin, Rome Correspondent 
 
A great series of articles that ranges from Gen Z and TikTok, to the power of a pink rosary on 
the streets of London and the Holy Spouses Mausoleum and Memorial of the Unborn. 
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Third Place 
Pro-life advocates rally against ‘Black genocide’ through abortion 
CatholicPhilly.com, Gina Christian 
 
Quality comes from this selection of articles. A focus on abortion’s impact on Black and Latino 
communities is concept not often seen. Fr. Banecker stands up for and points out the qualities 
of a pro-life legislator, Rep. Henry Cueller. 
 
Honorable Mention 
‘Death penalty does not offer a real resolution’, Pro-life? Offer mother support, not judgment, 
Assisted dying a pro-life threat in D.C. and 10 states 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
No such thing as too much love; A labor of love; All these children want is to be loved 
The Catholic Messenger, Lindsay Steele and Barb Arland-Fye 
 
 
N531a: Best Editorial on a Local Issue – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
An urn that is about to boil 
The Compass, Patricia Kasten 
 
The writer illuminates a fascinating subject, with detailed explanation and cited sources. The 
editorial also offers and contextualizes the church’s view. 
 
Second Place 
Pandemic and alcohol abuse 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
This is a timely piece that not only shows the issue in full, but offers solutions. It is well 
researched with experts’ viewpoints, statistics and other sources. 
 
Third Place 
Close the gap in juvenile justice 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye 
 
This editorial is thoroughly researched and offers detailed citing and explanation of opposing 
arguments. 
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Honorable Mention 
Twisting words for victory 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
We must welcome our new neighbors 
Arkansas Catholic, neighbors Malea Hargett 
 
 
N531b: Best Editorial on a Local Issue – Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Recovery from Advent to Easter 
The Record, Marnie McAllister, editor 
 
This piece works so well because it tells the story of one community’s suffering writ large during 
the season of Advent. The writer seemlessly makes use of a bishop’s message, an interview and 
the meaning of Easter to call the community forth to help those in need. 
 
Second Place 
NYC Politicians Vote to Cheapen Citizenship 
The Tablet, Vito Formica, Michael Gray, Jim DelCioppo, James Harney 
 
The writers thoroughly explain a voters’ rights issue, providing in depth background and sort 
through the reasons some citizens aren’t in favor. 
 
Third Place 
The essential Catholic press 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Ann M. Augherton 
 
The writer gives a well-rounded, detailed picture of the need for a Catholic viewpoint within the 
media. She builds a specific, clear picture of the publication/media with which she’s associated 
and its contributions to the community. 
 

N531d: Best Editorial on a Local Issue – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
New Yorkers Should Support This Cause 
Catholic New York, Mary Ann Poust 
 
Persuasive piece with a strong perspective, well written. 
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Second Place 
Getting vaccinated against COVID virus is an act of love 
Tennessee Register, Andy Telli, Managing Editor and Rick Musacchio, Director of 
Communications and Editor in Chief 
 
Solid, fact-based piece, written with clarity. 
 
 
N532a: Best Editorial on a National or International Issue – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
Kids stranded at the border: it is our problem 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye 
 
The writer’s opinion is defined and built in a highly detailed, relevant piece. Not only is the 
opinion thoroughly researched, the editorial adds important biblical principles. The writer also 
goes the extra step to provide concrete solutions readers can take. 
 
Second Place 
News media not ‘enemy of people’ 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
This timely piece is extremely effective due to the writer carefully building their opinion based 
on fact, and further explaining those points in context. The writer strikes the exact right tone - 
portraying emotional events, but using logic, not pure emotion. 
 
Third Place 
We must never forget the Holocaust 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
Beginning the editorial with a woman’s personal story is a compelling entry to illuminate a 
national, local and international issue. The writer effectively offers researched details about 
current anti Semitism that makes the editorial even more relevant. 
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N532b: Best Editorial on a National or International Issue – Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
Vaccine justice 
The Catholic Register, Michael Simpson 
 
This data-driven argument excels in the narrowness of its focus on a highly-timely topic and the 
concrete solutions required to address that topic. Closing the argument with an appeal to the 
authority of the Holy Father solidifies its argument for its Catholic audience. 
 
Second Place 
An economy for all 
The Record, Marnie McAllister, Editor 
 
This entry is notable for the scope of the evidence it employs to make its argument, from local 
pathos-driven anecdotes and public health data to the ethos of the U.S.bishops’ letter that 
dominates the second half of the entry. It’s focus is narrow and its posed solutions concrete. 
 
Third Place 
Words and our response to ongoing civil unrest 
The Criterion, Mike Krokos 
 
While occasionally given over to cliche, this ethos-driven appeal to civility makes an insightful 
case for personal conversion as one solution to the broad problems of American partisanship. 
 
Honorable Mention 
We must listen 
The Catholic Register, Michael Simpson 
 
The path to unity, one step at a time 
The Criterion, Daniel Conway 
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N532c: Best Editorial on a National or International Issue – Non-Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
The Books of Numbers 
The A.D. Times, Monsignor Thomas Orsulak 
 
This carefully laid out and presented editorial starts us out with some math, numbers showing 
the decline in church weddings and baptisms and then offers ideas on why (less interest in 
organized religion, and the parish is no longer the center of all activity). But don’t despair. We 
may be able to reverse the trend. And the author doesn’t leave us hanging onto a dangling tree 
limb. We get some excellent guidance as all good editorials do. Spread the word of God, be a 
welcoming committee for others, focus on where the individual is, not where we want them to 
be.  
 
Second Place 
After carnage at Capitol, rely on virtue and grace to keep democracy 
CatholicPhilly.com, Matthew Gambino 
 
A textbook approach to excellent editorial writing — state the problem, some background, the 
consequences, and finally, where do we go from here. The problem was the Jan 6 carnage at 
the U.S. Capitol and in the streets, and the millions who feel the election was rigged. But we can 
overcome just as the nation has overcome previous issues. We can take heart that democracy 
held in that January date so we are on the right path. But we need diligence and prayers and 
awareness of God’s grace. A timely editorial well written and useful to readers. 
 
Third Place 
Uprising of the sensible 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Thanks to digital media fringe groups seem amazingly powerful so it is up to individuals to grasp 
Pope Francis’ call for a better kind of politics. This thoughtful piece continues to push us in the 
direction of sensibility and the realization that sensible people are still out there and are the 
majority. So, we are advised, don’t let the cranky voices prevail. They do not. They are just the 
loudest. An outstanding wet blanket tossed on the fiery rhetoric of a few hotheads. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Unmask the unborn, follow the science 
The Catholic Post, Thomas Dermody, editor 
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N532d: Best Editorial on a National or International Issue – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
With vaccines, nuance gets lost in the headlines 
Tennessee Register, Andy Telli, Managing Editor and Rick Musacchio, Director of 
Communications and Editor in Chief 
 
Four columns; in one very timely collection. Vaccines and abortion lines was hardly an editorial. 
It was that informative. It is so persuasive it feels like truth. Supreme Court religious liberties 
was the same. The writing is so smooth it doesn’t feel like an editorial. 
 
Second Place 
With Our Asian Brothers And Sisters 
Catholic New York, Mary Ann Poust 
 
Classic lead editorial top to bottom. Great headline. Clearly outlined view right at the top.  
Strong statement of intent, with a clear call to action. Timely, informative, thoughtful, and 
clear. 
 
Third Place 
Church’s Valuable Role In Haiti 
Catholic New York, Mary Ann Poust 
 
Informative, timely and interesting. I enjoyed reading it, too. 
 
 
N532e: Best Editorial on a National or International Issue – National newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
The way forward during the Biden administration 
Our Sunday Visitor, Our Sunday Visitor Editorial Board 
 
Stong historical facts carefully presented to support the editorial position. The writer keeps the 
voice of the editorial calm throughout. The editorial uses the voice of gentle admonition. 
 
Second Place 
Editorial: Vatican’s decree on gay unions risks making Francis into a hypocrite 
National Catholic Reporter, NCR Editorial Staff 
 
A well-argued editorial position with strong facts to support it. 
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Third Place 
Canada’s Trudeau 
National Catholic Register, Tom McFeely, Tom Wehner, Amy Smith and Jeanette De Melo 
 
Good effort in getting some important facts into the public discussion about a very emotional 
issue. It took a brave writer and brave publisher to delve into this issue. Very careful and 
unemotional editorial where a misstep could be dissastrous. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Editorial: Catholics need to confess their complicity in the failed coup 
National Catholic Reporter, NCR Editorial Staff 
 
Editorial: Catholics cannot support voter suppression, even under the guise of being pro-life 
National Catholic Reporter, NCR Editorial Staff 
 
 
N537a: Best Feature Writing – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
It’s A Very Raw Experience 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings 
 
Great topic, clearly written. Compelling. I really enjoyed all the sources the writer pulled into 
the story. The writer did a nice job of conveying the passion of the people involved in this 
mission. 
 
Second Place 
LeMoyne College 75th Anniversary 
The Catholic Sun-Syracuse, Renee Gadoua, Contributing Writer 
 
I really enjoyed this piece. It was long but tightly written. It was fair, not fawning, and thorough 
while still interesting. The detailed timeline helped ensure that the story was not weighed down 
by too much biographical material. 
 
Third Place 
How about lacing them up for a vocation? 
The Catholic Sun - Syracuse, Thomas Maguire, Associate Editor 
 
This story takes a very old topic and gives it an interesting refresh. The details regarding 
outreach, and the circumstances of the outreach efforts, really make the story shine. Also, good 
use of data; it helps the story without getting too heavy on numbers.  
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Honorable Mention 
Behind the Scenes 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings 
 
Ruby’s wedding shows how to rely on God and break free 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
 
N537b: Best Feature Writing – Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
God’s Hand In It 
The Evangelist, Michael Matvey 
 
The writer injects just enough mystery to hook the reader into this well-told dramatic story. The 
writer seemingly effortlessly shows the parallel journeys within the piece through narrative, 
interviews and statistics. 
 
Second Place 
A Reunion 50 Years in the Making 
The Tablet, Erin DeGregorio 
 
The writer does an outstanding job injecting the emotion of the main sources. The writer opens 
the piece in a highly effective manner to catch the reader’s interest. 
 
Third Place 
Faith community nurses integrate faith and health care 
The Pilot, Jacqueline Tetrault, reporter 
 
The writer takes on an important, timely subject that is likely unfamiliar to many readers and 
shows in detail why they could benefit. The writer nicely handles anecdotes, a wealth of 
information and thorough examination of the need for this nursing program. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Designer Combines Sustainability With a Unique Franciscan Touch 
The Tablet, Melissa Enaje 
 
 
N537c: Best Feature Writing – Non-Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Feeding souls and stomachs 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
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Outstanding writing and reporting makes this story stand out in a crowded field. Thanks to 
colorful, descriptive writing, readers feel like they are in the kitchen seeing this culinary training 
program — and the benefits it brings — first hand. Excellent work. 
 
Second Place 
Breaking Silence; Dispelling Myths: Need is urgent for Catholics to understand, respond to 
suicide 
Idaho Catholic Register, Gene Fadness, Emily Woodham 
 
An excellent piece on the painful subject of suicide. The writer does a great job blending 
personal stories and Catholic teaching for an overall enlightening and touching article. 
 
Third Place 
Gift from God 
Catholic Times - Columbus, Doug Bean, Editor 
 
A touching, uplifting story of hope that is brought to life with lots of details and excellent 
writing. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Light of Christ shines through Jail and Prison Ministry 
Catholic Voice - Omaha, Mike May, Associate Editor 
 
When Amazon comes to town 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Kevin Schweers 
 
 
N537d: Best Feature Writing – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Faith, food collide in Divine Mercy’s cooking show 
Clarion Herald, Beth Donze 
 
What a fun story! This is a great example of how one can use everyday activities and objects to 
evangelize and preach. I love how this is replicable so that kids and adults could interact 
through this activity anywhere that an adult would want to take the lead. The writer does a 
great job of explaining not only the program but also the Catholic lessons behind the various 
recipes. Just a delightful story — I’m blessed by having read it.  
 
Second Place 
Upon these rocks, he built this church 
Clarion Herald, Fulltime Peter Finney Jr. 
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Wow! What an interesting story. The photographs really help to convey the exact complexity 
and enormousness of the projects. This story shows really well the nexus among craft and art 
and passion and faith. And the fact that the works are being shared to inspire others is really 
great. Thank you for writing this article — it’s a good eye that identifies stories like this that can 
convey someone else’s unique passion and inspire others through those stories, and you did it. 
Great work! 
 
Third Place 
Confession ambulance: Driving mercy to the people 
Clarion Herald, Christine Bordelon 
 
Thank you for writing this story — this is an innovative concept that needs to be known more 
widely, and this article should help to do that. This is the type of article that would be great to 
read in some national publication, in fact. The article is inspiring and informative. I especially 
like the concreteness conveyed in the story — the number of confessions, in particular. Great 
work! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Taking Back Sunday 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Jonathan Liedl 
 
Local statue has storied past 
Catholic Courier, Jennifer Burke 
 
 
N537e: Best Feature Writing – National Newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
Catholic Ink 
National Catholic Register, Jonathan Liedl, Senior Editor 
 
Very deep dive on an interesting topic — tattoos and piercings in relation to the Catholic faith. 
First time I’ve seen this topic tackled with this much detail. Wonderful use of a variety of 
sources. Easy read for such an in-depth story. 
 
Second Place 
A year of pandemic: Workers share heartbreak, successes of COVID response 
Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
Excellent mix of compelling stories told through the eyes of a wide variety of sources. The 
format allowed for an easy read. 
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Third Place 
Through personal battles with COVID, clinicians gained empathy 
Catholic Health World, empathy Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
Well-reported story from a fairly unique and important perspective — that of the health care 
workers that contracted COVID-19. Reading about the impact on their health and how having 
the disease has led to more empathy in their work is incredibly interesting. Good take. 
 
Honorable Mention 
How Sept. 11 inadvertently paved the way for the future election of Pope Francis 
National Catholic Reporter, Christopher White 
 
Bon Secours Mercy Health releases the hound on COVID-19 
Catholic Health World, Kathleen Nelson 
 

N541: Best Headline 
 
First Place 
It’s Worth A Shot: Teachers Get First Dose 
The Tablet, Jim DelCioppo 
 
Close to perfect. A few all-short words at the start of this headline sum it all up. It even has a 
hint of hesitancy that many receiving the COVID vaccine have. 
 
Second Place 
The Great Divide 
The Tablet, Jim DelCioppo, Vito Formica, Michelle Powers, James Harney 
 
This short headline over a dramatic cover photo says it in many ways. We are divided politically, 
racially, economically, physically over the issue of immigration. 
 
Third Place 
They’re There to Help Their Students 
The Tablet, Jim DelCioppo 
 
Close to perfect headline for a story about the importance of grammar. The teacher gets my 
attention for this important class lesson. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Hyde Not In Plain Sight 
National Catholic Register, Lauretta Brown, Staff Writer, Tom Wehner, Managing Editor, Tom 
McFeely, News Editor 
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One Prom-inent Pooch 
The Evangelist, Mike Matvey 
 
 
N561a: Best In-Depth News/Special Reporting – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Called to forgive 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
Carrying a grudge is like drinking poison, then waiting for the other person to die Yes, this old 
saying tells us a lack of forgiveness hurts us. But forgiveness of ourselves and others is difficult. 
A father whose son-in-law kills the father’s daughter then himself, the spouse whose partner 
clings to another, physical abuse victims, addictions that threaten a marriage. But this 
thoughtfully written collection of articles offers wonderful counsel and also discusses the 
dilemma facing those striving to forgive: Must we also forget? The answer: No. Don’t put 
yourself in harm’s way. And is all of this easy? Again: No. We are told that forgiveness must be 
managed like a chronic illness. But is forgiveness necessary? Yes, both from a mental health 
perspective and from Biblical reminders. 
 
Second Place 
Antisemitism 
The Leaven, Therese Horvat 
 
From the early days when Roman leaders killed Jesus out of fear of an insurrection to today’s 
assaults on Jews and synagogues Jews have been targeted and made scapegoats for all manner 
of perceived or real issues. As one contributor to this wonderfully put together collection of 
articles puts it, antisemitism is like a virus; it never goes away. This call to Catholics is to not 
only avoid antisemitism but to call out others who are less concerned or aware at a time of 
increased violence against Jews. The plea is timely, well written and researched. 
 
Third Place 
LeMoyne College 75th Anniversary 
The Catholic Sun-Syracuse, Renee Gadoua, Contributing Writer 
 
From early efforts to raise money to the creation of Le Moyne College in Syracuse in 1946 to 
the jumble of virtual and in class instruction of today this peek at the past and present is bound 
to please those associated with the college. But it also shows the growth from the days of a 
Jesuit priest visiting Native American villages in 1654 to the skateboards of today. And we get a 
glimpse of some notable alums. 
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Honorable Mention 
Gender incongruence: Diocesan parishes, schools follow Jesus’ example of accompaniment 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Jodi Marlin 
 

N561c: Best In-Depth News/Special Reporting – Best In-Depth News/Special Reporting – Non-
Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
‘We hang on to it’ — Native American Catholics 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
 
This is a very interesting story. I enjoyed reading about how Native American Catholics reconcile 
the church’s history with their personal commitment to their faith. The personal stories are 
compelling and inspiring. This definitely would be educational reading for many people — 
learning about a culture within a culture within a culture. This is a great story all around.  
 
Second Place 
Legal marijuana in Virginia? 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Zoey Maraist 
 
This is a great story from a perspective seldom heard these days. So much coverage of this issue 
is biased towards the “progressive” view. It’s nice to read some balanced coverage that shows 
the negative aspects of the push to legalize marijuana. I like the way the coverage comes from 
different perspectives and covers a variety of facets. This is valuable reading for anyone who 
wants to engage in a discussion of the issue. Great work! 
 
Third Place 
One-of-a-kind program at archdiocesan school transforms kids’ vision 
CatholicPhilly.com, Gina Christian 
 
This is an interesting and uplifting story. I like the way it gives pointers to others. Educators and 
caregivers across the country would benefit from reading this article. The examples make it 
compelling and put a human face on the problem and the solution. Nice work! It was a pleasure 
to read this and to learn something new and practical. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Decisive or divisive?: The Catholic response to Critical Race Theory 
Catholic Voice-Omaha, Joseph O’Brien, Freelance Writer 
 
For deaf Catholics, pandemic’s challenges are more than meets the eye — or ear 
Detroit Catholic, Gabriella Patti 
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N561d: Best In-Depth News/Special Reporting – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Vaccines’ safety, morality probed 
Catholic Courier, Jennifer Burke 
 
This story clearly and effectively addressed Catholics’ questions about how COVID-19 vaccines 
were developed and tested, and why the Vatican said it was morally acceptable for Catholics to 
receive the vaccines. The piece conveyed scientific explanations in straightforward language 
and addressed misconceptions about the vaccines. 
 
Second Place 
Campaign aims to keep seafarers’ livelihoods afloat during coronavirus hardships 
Global Sisters Report, Soli Salgado, reporter 
 
This extensively reported story showed how seafarers — those responsible for delivering food, 
medicine and electronics around the world — were stranded on their ships because of COVID-
19 restrictions. The piece gave striking examples of how seafarers are exploited and 
interviewed those involved in a campaign to raise awareness about their working conditions. 
 
Third Place 
Tridentine Tensions 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Maria Wiering 
 
This report uses the news of Vatican legislation about the pre-conciliar (or Latin) Mass as a 
timely jumping-off point to interview parishioners and priests about why they prefer the older 
or newer form of the liturgy. The piece carefully explains why there can be tension around the 
decision to celebrate the pre-conciliar Mass. With memorable quotes, the story covers a wide 
range of viewpoints and captures deep emotions about the impact of both forms of the Mass 
on Catholics’ lives and faith. 
 
 
N561e: Best In-Depth News/Special Reporting – National Newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
Pandemic grief 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
Solid professional writing on Covid deaths, so important for too many readers. Good use of 
quotations and good photos, Careful writing with a sensitive tone. 
 
Second Place 
Our Lady of the Lake leads dramatic change in Baton Rouge with ‘opt-out’ HIV testing 
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Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
Well-written article on a difficult topic. Sensitive overall to a group that public is not inclined to 
accept. Careful explanation of the importance of the project. 
 
Third Place 
Building a future from the past 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
Strong writing holds the reader. Careful use of quotations. This story illustrates that good 
writing is essential for a winning article. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Pope Francis thanks New Ways Ministry in recent correspondence 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Fraga 
 
Francis is set to open a worldwide synod process. US dioceses don’t seem prepared. 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Fraga 
 
 
N563a: Best Investigative News Writing – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Whose Dying Wish? 
The B.C. Catholic, Terry O’Neill 
 
Excellent investigation. 
 
Second Place 
When COVID-19 doesn’t go away 
The Compass, Patricia Kasten 
 
Interesting approach to timely topic. 
 
 
N563b: Best Investigative News Writing – Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Brooklyn Parish Fights Illegal Dumping, Littering 
The Tablet, Bill Miller, Faby Rodriguez, Jim DelCioppo, James Harney, Michelle Powers 
 
Solid reporting and strong, descriptive writing capture the essence of this issue for the reader. 
Good work. 
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Second Place 
Affordable Housing Proponents Clamor For Property Tax Reform in New York City 
The Tablet, Bill Miller 
 
A lot of good background detail with a “real world” lede. Good reporting and writing overall. 
 
Third Place 
Airport Chapel Canceled 
The Tablet, Bill Miller, Jim DelCioppo, James Harney and Vito Formica. 
 
Strong reporting with good background details of al long-standing quest. 
 
 
N563e: Best Investigative News Writing – National newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
Bishops’ working group on Biden operates in the shadows, excludes his local bishops 
National Catholic Reporter, Christopher White 
 
A quality investigative piece showing the many sides of the Bishops and the roles they play. 
Good research and insight into the workings of the church. 
 
Second Place 
Wealthy donors pour millions into anti-religious freedom spending as Catholic adoption agency 
ruling looms 
Catholic News Agency, Kevin J. Jones, Staff Writer 
 
A quality article on funding and its impacts and connections in the church today. 
 
Third Place 
Napa, Koch funding sparks backlash from Notre Dame professors 
National Catholic Reporter, John Gehring 
 
Quality research and information on what goes into the process of how benefactors may 
influence what happens at a Catholic university. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Padre Kino, missionary on sainthood path, is recognized as symbol of unity 
Catholic News Service, Tony Gutiérrez 
 
Major Catholic funders and power brokers spearhead voter suppression efforts 
National Catholic Reporter, Christopher White 
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N564a: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing – The Gerard E. Sherry Award – 
Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
The Long Way Home 
The Leaven, Karen Mikols Bonar 
 
What a brilliant story. As relevant today as ever before, given the rise of Asia - and especially 
communist Asia’s massive, powerful role in world politics today.The writing here is simple and 
clear; weaving together a contemporary event, with a very heroic moment in time. 
 
Second Place 
Antisemitism 
The Leaven, Therese Horvat 
 
Fascinating history. Everyone should read this. An in-depth historical presentation of challenges 
between Christianity and Judaism. The writing is well-researched, very clearly presented and 
informative. Good summation too. The subject clearly could be a book (or several books). 
 
Third Place 
The office of the tribunal: work that ‘touches people’s soul’ 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Jennifer Barton 
 
Unique and informative story. A totally different face on Church ministry. 
The story is very well assembled. It is also well-edited and doesn’t drag out. Good reporting 
overall.  
 
Honorable Mention 
Reflecting carefully on the issue of gender; A deacon family’s journey with transgenderism 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye 
 
Joseph a Relevant Saint for 2021 Challenges 
The Observer, Amanda Hudson 
 
 
N564b: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing – The Gerard E. Sherry Award – 
Weekly, 6-Plus Full Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Airport Chapel Canceled 
The Tablet, Bill Miller, Jim DelCioppo, James Harney and Vito Formica 
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The author does double duty, clearly explaining and investigating the issue while showing how 
the main source has also tried to conduct his own investigation.The writer cites many varied 
sources to give a thorough and clear analysis. 
 
Second Place 
The changing parish 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
The writer does a good job providing analysis from different viewpoints while seamlessly 
detailing the historical and societal effects on the issue. Extrapolating the specific issues 
parishes are dealing with to the changes in our culture is an effective tool. 
 
Third Place 
Something New on This Year’s Ballot 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Faby Rodriguez 
 
This is a very technical piece that could easily confuse the reader, but instead is clear in 
explaining how the ballot change will work. The writer also does a good job showing how the 
issue affects the reader. 
 
 
N564c: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing – The Gerard E. Sherry Award – Non-
Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Trauma behind closed doors 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
 
This is excellent journalism all around. It provides practical advice and resources to people 
experience domestic violence, it explains barriers to escape (including myths about what it 
means to be married and Catholic), and it showcases how the problem was exacerbated by the 
pandemic. The article takes the reader beyond the everyday news about the pandemic and digs 
into a different angle, which I really appreciated. This is the kind of story that I wish could “go 
national.”  
 
Second Place 
Breaking Silence; Dispelling Myths: Need is urgent for Catholics to understand, respond to 
suicide 
Idaho Catholic Register, Gene Fadness, Emily Woodham 
 
This is really great reporting and coverage. It provides resources for people in need and gives 
excellent insights in to the issue of suicide, especially in relation to Catholic teachings. The 
coverage provides many angles and perspectives, which makes the whole package really 
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valuable, credible, and significant. This is one of those packages that I wish could be published 
nationally, it is so good and so needed.  
 
Third Place 
Gender ideology’ battle continues 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Kevin Schweers 
 
This article is significant in part because it is emblematic of a problem that Catholics across the 
nation are facing — and the Catholic Church is taking the lead in representing the biblical side 
of the issue, thereby representing people of many faiths. The article gives an excellent overview 
of where the church stands and showcases the Catholic Church as leading on the issue and 
having an important voice in the fight. Great work! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Activists’ disproportionate influence bolsters pro-choice policy 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Doctors look at medications to lessen pandemic’s impact; STU Forum tackles myths and facts 
about vaccines 
Florida Catholic (Miami), Tom Tracy, Rocío Granados 
 
 
N564d: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing – The Gerard E. Sherry Award – 
Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Tridentine Tensions 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Maria Wiering 
 
Mass in Latin or in the local language has adherents on both sides, and this excellently 
researched and written discussion lands squarely on both sides, avoiding fostering the schism 
feared by church leaders. The detail, the beauty, the tradition of Latin, once the universal Mass 
language, then banned, then allowed on a restricted basis, comes through along with a slightly 
different twist — an English speaker attending Mass in France, would be more comfortable with 
the Latin. However, those attending their own parish may find non-Latin rites more 
comfortable, understandable, relaxed and modern. But the faithful of both sides should feel 
comfortable with this detailed examination helped along by thoughtful interviews. 
 
Second Place 
Vaccines’ safety, morality probed 
Catholic Courier, Jennifer Burke 
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Should I get vaccinated against COVID? Should my children be vaccinated? Do I need one shot, 
two shots, three shots? And how far apart? And what about those people who cry “unsafe,” or 
“conspiracy”? And for Catholics, another issue: The link between the vaccine and abortions. 
Fortunately, along comes this excellent explainer, including a reminder that Pope Francis was 
vaccinated and that our vaccination helps us but also helps protect others around us who could 
become sick from an unvaccinated person. And that help for others, pointed out by many, 
including the Vatican, should seal the deal for vaccination. Very well organized, to the point and 
easy to read, this article is a useful reminder that we owe it to ourselves and others to take care 
of our bodies. 
 
N564e: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing – The Gerard E. Sherry Award – 
National Newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
Native American Catholic Series 
National Catholic Register, Peter Jesserer Smith, Staff Writer 
 
The knowledge to understand the issue presented in this article was masterfully presented 
from interview sources across perspectives. The author’s tone aided in the clarity as did the 
researched context. 
 
Second Place 
Inside the campaign to divest the Catholic Church from fossil fuels 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Roewe 
 
The depth of the research and the detail of the coverage is what made this piece stand out. The 
serious tone enhances the message as the author weaves between commentary and source 
material. 
 
Third Place 
The Metaverse 
Aleteia.org, Daniel Esparza 
 
A very interesting read that has something for every reader regardless of knowledge level. The 
explanation in the context of the related business/industry made this very accessible read stand 
out. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Pandemic, terror threats: Iraq papal trip is complicated, even for Francis 
National Catholic Reporter, Joshua J. McElwee 
 
After Vatican warning, US bishops have limited options for planned text about Biden 
National Catholic Reporter, Joshua J. McElwee 
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N565a: Best News Writing on a Local or Regional Event – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Whose Dying Wish? 
The B.C. Catholic, Terry O’Neill 
 
Excellent investigation, thoroughly reported, well written on an important and timely issue. 
 
Second Place 
Afghan refugee’s plans for Arkansas halted 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
Excellent example of well-written coverage of breaking news on an important topic. 
 
Third Place 
‘Mass grave’ narrative misses need for answers 
The B.C. Catholic, Terry O’Neill 
 
Timely topic, excellent reporting, well written. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Advocates call for a balanced approach to juvenile justice 
The Catholic Messenger, Barb Arland-Fye 
 
Lenten Traditions Carry on Curbside for Parishes, Local Knights of Columbus Councils 
Rhode Island Catholic, Laura Kilgus, Assistant Editor 
 
 
N565b: Best News Writing on a Local or Regional Event – Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
Churches Deal With Cleanup, Damage Assessment, After Ida 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Senior Reporter 
 
Lots of details and different angles in this impressive package. Great photos too. 
 
Second Place 
200,000 bagged lunches and counting 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
Good piece, well written with good attention to details. 
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N565c: Best News Writing on a Local or Regional Event – Non-Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
Hawaii bids aloha to Korean War sainthood candidate 
Hawaii Catholic Herald, Patrick Downes 
 
Very cool and unique story to cover and very well-covered. Strong use of language. 
 
Second Place 
New Beginnings: St. Mary’s Mission welcomes Father John Christianson and celebrates new 
church groundbreaking 
Our Northland Diocese, Janelle C. Gergen, Editor Mary Kay McPartlin, FAITH Catholic 
 
Very nice use of language. Great story, good history/background. Nice work. 
 
Third Place 
Baby Fulton Joseph is surrounded by love 
The Catholic Post, Jennifer Willems, assistant editor 
 
Very touching topic. Strong writing. Great weaving in of quotes. Powerful. 
 
Honorable Mention 
‘Peter’ Tran, seminarian for diocese, mourned at funeral Mass 
The Catholic Spirit-Metuchen, Christina Leslie 
 
Mother of son shot to death delivers emotional Good Friday talk 
The Catholic Spirit-Metuchen, Joanne Ward 
 
 
N565d: Best News Writing on a Local or Regional Event – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff 
Members 
 
First Place 
Maps to offer ‘21st-century’ handle on Catholic cemeteries 
Clarion Herald, Beth Donze 
 
Very informative reporting on an interesting and important topic. Great details about the 
process involved with digital mapping. Gives reader strong understanding of the complexity of 
the project. 
 
Second Place 
Catholic Charities welcomes 200-plus Afghan refugees 
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Catholic News Herald, SueAnn Howell, Kimberly Bender 
 
Very good reporting on a timely topic. The lede sold me on the story. Always important to 
feature people to tell and drive the story. The story flowed from there. 
 
Third Place 
New life on bustling Freret St.  
Clarion Herald, Beth Donze 
 
Well-reported story with deep details about the project and the use of a variety of sources to 
tell the story. 
 
Honorable Mention 
St. Roch Chapel eager to debut its dazzling overhaul 
Clarion Herald, Beth Donze 
 
 
N567a: Best News Writing One Shot - International Event 
 
First Place 
Justice remains elusive to survivors of Salvador’s Sumpul River massacre 
Catholic News Service, Rhina Guidos 
 
This story is shown with clear, evocative and distinctive images that take the reader through a 
historical event. Sources’ emotions come through in strong, visceral language. 
 
Second Place 
Prayers for Myanmar 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
The writer clearly illuminates the history and current situation in Mynamar. Excellent use of 
source interviews provide details that may not otherwise have been reported. 
 
Third Place 
Afghanistan war veterans ‘depressed’ about withdrawal, worried about Afghans 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Fraga 
 
The writer’s research through source interviews is detailed and thorough. Tying a plethora of 
local, and especially clergy responses, puts the Taliban invasion into an emotional context. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Local Burmese community protests military coup in homeland 
The Leaven, Joe Bollig 
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Skyrocketing prices, roaming gangs complicate local outreach to hard-hit Haiti 
Detroit Catholic, Daniel Meloy 
 
 
N567b: Best News Writing One Shot - National Event 
 
First Place 
Survival of saint’s portrait ‘gives us hope’ 
The Catholic Register, Wendy-Ann Clarke 
 
Important story to the community. Well told. This story did a very good job of gathering 
information from many sources and putting them all in context. Showing the painting was a 
really key part of the story 
 
Second Place 
20 Years After 9/11 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings 
 
The concept of this story was original and very good. This is a very good read. The quotes were 
very well-edited. Compelling anecdotes. This was a very competitive category, and emphasis 
went on the originality of the story and the effort spent on gathering information outside the 
obvious. Really nice job on both counts. 
 
Third Place 
Crookston Bishop Resigns 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Maria Wiering 
 
This was a very detailed, very carefully and thoroughly written piece. I could tell the details 
were painstakingly put together. The timeline was helpful to follow along. I thought the article 
also did a careful job of “filling in the blanks” regarding the case in question involving Ron 
Vasek. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Twenty years later, director of diaconate, 9/11 survivor, recalls day 
The Catholic Spirit - Metuchen, Tara Smith 
 
Health care climate alliances concentrate on state-level change in California, Washington 
Catholic Health World, Renee Stovsky 
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N567c: Best News Writing Series - International Event 
 
First Place 
EarthBeat coverage of COP26 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Roewe 
 
This series presents a comprehensive summary of the COP26 climate conference, including the 
perspectives of Pope Francis and other world faith leaders, reactions from Catholic activists and 
agencies, and — importantly — reasons why Catholics should care about the summit. The 
stories clearly explain complex issues and provide relevant statistics and studies for context. 
 
Second Place 
Lebanon Crisis 
Catholic News Service, Doreen Abi Raad 
 
This series movingly captures the experiences of Beirut residents who lost homes, livelihoods 
and family members in the blast at the city’s port. The stories emphasize interviews with many 
people who were directly affected, conveying their grief and determination. 
 
Third Place 
Vatican trial 
Catholic News Service, Vatican trial Junno Arocho Esteves 
 
These stories provide detail about the indictments of 10 Vatican individuals and entities for 
charges that include embezzlement and money laundering. Employing thorough and credible 
reporting, the series effectively lays out a complex web of financial transactions and offers 
useful recaps of the trial developments. 
 
 
N567d: Best News Writing Series - National Event 
 
First Place 
NCR coverage of the U.S. bishops’ fall assembly 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Fraga Joshua J. McElwee 
 
Exceptional. 
 
Second Place 
High court’s unanimous ruling affirms church’s care of foster children 
CatholicPhilly.com, Matthew Gambino, Gina Christian 
 
Unique perspective. Good work! 
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Third Place 
Facing truth on the healing journey 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
 
Well done! 
 
 
N571a: Best Personality Profile – Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Be Brave 
The Leaven, Jill Ragar Esfeld 
 
The courage and strength of the subject come across wonderfully in this article. Excellent use of 
description and quotations to develop this profile. 
 
Second Place 
Despite disabilities, singer embraces the ‘Gift of Life’ with CD 
The B.C. Catholic, Agnieszka Ruck, assistant editor and reporter 
 
The author has thoroughly captured the subject’s personality and zest for life in this article. This 
is an easy, fun read, enticing the reader to go listen to the subject’s CD to get to know her even 
better. 
 
Third Place 
Reboot on Life 
The Leaven, Karen Bonar 
 
The subject’s journey to faith and joining the church is documented in an interesting and 
thoughtful way, including the potential roadblocks along the way. Her perseverance and faith in 
God are displayed throughout the article. Excellent work. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Grandmother pounds the sidewalk to save lives 
Florida Catholic (Venice), Linda Reeves 
 
Pizza champion lets her faith lead 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Jodi Marlin 
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N571b: Best Personality Profile – Weekly, 6-Plus Full Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Advocate with Down syndrome promotes employment for ‘friends like me’ 
The Criterion, Natalie Hoefer 
 
The writer does an excellent job of conveying their subject’s humility and grace. Employing the 
perfect amount of secondary sources gives the personality profile added dimension. 
 
Second Place 
Saintly Work! Siena College student volunteers to help COVID patients 
The Evangelist, Emily Benson, staff writer 
 
A good exploration and portrayal of a young man’s desire to help others. Illuminating his life’s 
purpose with details from his family life, childhood and volunteering, works well to show why 
he has the goals he does. 
 
Third Place 
Even a frightening threat didn’t stop Joan Hess from sharing God’s light in people’s darkness 
The Criterion, John Shaughnessy 
 
This is a well-drawn portrayal of how one woman made a specific difference. The writer’s use of 
significant detail about the ways God moved in this woman’s work help build the picture of her 
attitude toward helping others. 
 
 
N571c: Best Personality Profile – Non-Weekly, 1-5 Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
Popes’ preacher subject of local producers’ film 
The Catholic Virginian, Janna Reynolds, The Catholic Virginian 
 
The extensive use of a wide ranging interview quotes made this article stand out in defining the 
personality explored and particularly the difference he has and is making in the world today. 
 
Second Place 
Fleeing Communist Czechoslovakia and finding true freedom in Colorado 
Denver Catholic, Vladimir Mauricio-Perez, Managing Editor of El Pueblo Catolico 
 
The narrative skill in the story telling in this article allowed the reader to connect with the 
spotlighted personality in a meaningful way. The personal story juxtaposed with the difference 
making ability of the personality stays with the reader after putting the article down. 
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Third Place 
Archbishop Byrnes’ brother, cartoonist Pat Byrnes: ‘Cartoons promote empathy’ 
Detroit Catholic, Gabriella Patti 
 
The casual feel in the author’s tone matches wonderful with the lighthearted nature of the 
content while not diminishing the value of the spotlighted personality and his impact on the 
world. 
 
Honorable Mention 
‘I have to answer to God’ 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Father Ritchey’s Legacy: Consistency, management, faithfulness, plain-speaking 
Idaho Catholic Register, Emily Woodham 
 
 
N571d: Best Personality Profile – Non-Weekly, 6-Plus Full-Time Staff Members 
 
First Place 
From the Cross to the Resurrection and new life: One man’s story of suffering, faith and 
forgiveness 
Catholic Voice - Omaha, Susan Szalewski, Feature Writer 
 
A compelling profile that features excellent writing and solid reporting. The story includes 
moving details and quotes, which convey the story of one man’s suffering and forgiveness. 
 
Second Place 
Legacy of faith, joy and perseverance 
Catholic News Herald, Annie Ferguson 
 
An excellent profile piece that is comprehensive yet easy-to-read, providing great context and 
history while keeping readers interested throughout. 
 
Third Place 
Holy Vietnamese Martyrs Church feeds hundreds daily 
The Georgia Bulletin, Andrew Nelson, Staff Writer 
 
Strong writing and colorful details makes this story stand out. 
 
Honorable Mention 
“Catholic Charities Atlanta staffer aids refugees like himself” 
The Georgia Bulletin, Andrew Nelson, Staff Writer 
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Sr. Simone Campbell isn’t sure what’s next, but knows the Spirit will lead her 
Global Sisters Report, Dan Stockman, National Correspondent 
 
 
N571e: Best Personality Profile – National newspaper or Wire Service 
 
First Place 
Luis Miranda: He gets the job done 
National Catholic Reporter, Christopher White 
 
Very detailed and deeply reported profile that keeps the reader’s interest. Use of multiple 
sources to fill in the story. 
 
Second Place 
Meet Don Alberto, Italy’s new YouTube sensation 
Catholic News Agency, Hannah Brockhaus, Senior Vatican Correspondent 
 
Well-written profile focusing on an incredibly interesting topic of a young priest using social 
media to spread the Catholic message. Written with a light, easy to read style, this story stands 
out. 
 
Third Place 
Offering a hand-up, Ross cultivates hope in beleaguered West Baltimore 
Catholic Health World, Renee Stovsky 
 
Excellent reporting and writing portraying a man driven by strong faith to bring his health care 
expertise to an area in dire need of leadership. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Commander of St. Louis task force leads drive to thwart pandemic 
Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
Hazel Johnson, the mother of environmental justice, was Catholic 
National Catholic Reporter, Brian Roewe 
 

N575a: Best Reporting on a Special Age-Group - Senior Citizens 
 
First Place 
Polasek celebrates a life well-lived 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Glenda Meekins 
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The author’s writing, inclusion of details, descriptions, and choice of quotes all coalesce to 
create a beautiful story and made me want to meet the subject. The subject truly came alive on 
the page. 
 
Second Place 
20 years later, lessons on aging from the ‘Nun Study’ resonate today 
Global Sisters Report, Elizabeth Evans 
 
This article weaves both the scientific information on the nun brain study and the experiences 
of the nuns in a thoughtful and informative manner. So many of the insights from the nuns are 
relevant and thought-provoking in our current time. This piece is well-written and thorough. 
 
Third Place 
Bill Farney refuses to slow down, setting a pace to make the most of his life, his faith 
The Criterion, John Shaughnessy 
 
This is a beautifully written piece that captures the servant’s heart of the subject. This piece is 
informative and fun to read while revealing the subject’s dedication to service and zest for life 
and sharing his life with others. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Be Brave 
The Leaven, Jill Ragar Esfeld 
 
Age no barrier to nonagenarian’s walk 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
 
 
N575b: Best Reporting on a Special Age-Group - Young adults (18-40) 
 
First Place 
Black and Catholic: Minority within a minority 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
Excellent story that covers diversity in the Catholic church experience. This is an undercovered 
topic that more papers should highlight. Very well done! 
 
Second Place 
‘The Future Is Anti-Abortion’ 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas, Faby Rodriguez 
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Excellent story on the anti-abortion movement in New York. The piece was well researched and 
timely. 
 
Third Place 
Young Adult Coverage 
The Criterion, John Shaughnessy 
 
A beautiful story that shows the importance of knowing why you are Catholic and how your 
faith plays a part in your life. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Evangelized by intellect, tradition 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Quadruple amputee aims high in present, future goals 
Florida Catholic (Miami), Tom Tracy 
 
 
N575c: Best Reporting on a Special Age-Group - Children and Teens Younger than 18 
 
First Place 
Stellar Scholars: Catholic schools graduate students who excel in academics, service 
Idaho Catholic Register, Gene Fadness 
 
This is a wonderful collection of mini profiles that highlight the best of the community’s 
students; it is uplifting and inspirational, and nurtures our hopes for a bright future. 
 
Second Place 
Catholic-school students buy toys for Rochester children 
Catholic Courier, Jennifer Burke 
 
This is story that puts a smile on your face and fills you with the Christmas spirit, even in March. 
The voices of the children are clearly heard, and their innocence shines through. 
 
Third Place 
Teachers help homeless students find a voice 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Glenda Meekins 
 
This story, told gently and with care, opens our eyes to the suffering that goes on among 
children, silently, right in front of our eyes, and the way a community can help alleviate that 
suffering. 
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Honorable Mention 
12-year-old baker raises funds to support Father English food pantry 
The Beacon, Cecile Pagliarulo 
 
Junior Saints: Learning and keeping the faith during the pandemic 
Catholic Standard, Writings and artwork by students in Catholic schools in The Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Washington 
 
 
N576: Best Reporting on Catholic Education 
 
First Place 
Best Reporting on Catholic Education, Catholic Investment: Funding partnerships help students 
attend, thrive at Drexel Mission Schools 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Barb Umberger 
 
This is an inspiring story that could serve as a model for other locations. I really like the way it 
emphasizes the domestic missional aspect of Catholic education, reaching into underserved 
communities and providing a great education. The writing presents in a compelling way what 
might otherwise be rather dry information. The proof/evidence of impact is very nicely 
presented. Great job! 
 
Second Place 
Teacher abuse online growing concern 
Arkansas Catholic, Aprille Hanson Spivey 
 
This is a very interesting topic, and one that hasn’t received enough attention. Great work on 
identifying a topic that not many others have discussed. Thank you for writing this story. I think 
this would be very understandable to anyone who would read it--it’s relatable and compels the 
reader to sympathize with the victims of this brand of bullying. 
 
Third Place 
Education is “key to endless possibilities” in Sister Diocese 
Florida Catholic (Orlando), Glenda Meekins, Writer/Photographer/Producer 
 
This is an interesting story and quite uplifting. I like the fact that it shows the results of a 
Catholic education and that there is such a compelling story to be told. Thanks for telling it! The 
photographs really help the reader understand the subjects of the story and to put themselves 
in the locations that are mentioned. It’s inspiring to read a story that basically encapsulates the 
reason for a Catholic education and the missional spirit that is nurtured in it. 
 
Honorable Mention 
‘Ambassadors of Christ’: Saint Rose of Lima students assist relocated Afghans 
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Catholic Star Herald, Jennifer Mauro, Managing Editor, Dave Hernandez, Staff Photographer 
 
CHS students getting hands-on engineering experience 
The Catholic Virginian, Wendy Klesch, Special to The Catholic Virginian 
 
 
N579: Best Reporting on the Celebration of a Sacrament 
 
First Place 
Entering the church at Easter 
Catholic News Herald, SueAnn Howell & Patricia Guilfoyle 
 
Great reporting comes from knowing a great story when you see it, doing the work to capture it 
and then sharing it in an exciting way. The story of an 80-year-old being baptized is a good start, 
but the interviews and the weaving of this lifelong journey make the story of Tom Knost, 80,a 
great read. “Who do you have to be to have the Holy Spirit talk to you? “For 43 years I sat with 
that question.” 
 
Second Place 
This family prays together 
The Evangelist, Emily Benson, staff writer Cindy Schultz, photos 
 
This story of a teenager converting to the faith is good. This story of a teenager then leading his 
whole family to the faith is great. Good reporting and interviews draw us into Pantoja family 
and have us loving them. Great insights into the family dynamic. 
 
Third Place 
One Busy Night! 
The Evangelist, Emily Benson, staff writer 
 
A wonderful read on a young man receiving all the sacraments, even marriage all on the same 
night. A fun and insightful journey. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Here Come The Brides: 28 Couples Say ‘I Do’ 
The Tablet, Melissa Enaje, Faby Rodriguez 
 
In two different cities, mother and daughter share a journey of faith to become CatholicCatholic 
Standard, story by Mark Zimmermann, photos by Andrew Biraj and Jaclyn Lippelmann 
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N581a: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Call to Family, Community and Participation 
 
First Place 
Couples say pandemic challenged their marriages, but now they’re stronger for it 
Detroit Catholic, Daniel Meloy 
 
This piece was written in a way that made a common topic (COVID-19) feel very fresh and 
relatable. Great photos as well! 
 
Second Place 
Call to Expand Mass in Diocese For Those With Special Needs 
The Tablet, Bill Miller 
 
A beautifully written and inspirational piece of journalism. 
 
Third Place 
Hispanic Family Camp offers ‘a chance to encounter Jesus’ and improve families 
The Criterion, Natalie Hoefer 
 
The story was unique and well written. I enjoyed reading about the camp and the participant’s 
faith formation. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Helping formerly incarcerated women successfully re-enter the community 
Texas Catholic Herald, By Jo Ann Zuñiga 
 
‘Like putting your hand in another’s hand’ 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
 
 
N581b: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Care for God’s Creation 
 
First Place 
Illegal gold mining booms in Brazilian Amazon, harming environment, health 
National Catholic Reporter, Eduardo Campos Lima 
 
The Church has denounced illegal gold mining in Brazil as a health and environmental disaster, 
especially for poor families, and politicians and business interests don’t disagree. But the 
mining continues. Why? Money. This excellent article illustrates the struggle environmental 
groups have when they must go toe to toe with those with far more clout and money, even 
when that clout and money come at the expense of others. So, highly toxic mercury continues 
to drift through the atmosphere, rivers turn to mud and the once remote indigenous people 
watch massive mining equipment shatter their once quiet homes. Outstanding reporting. 
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Second Place 
In the face of catastrophic climate change, sisters join call for a just transition 
Global Sisters Report, Chris Herlinger, International Correspondent Dan Stockman, National 
Correspondent Doreen Ajiambo, Africa Regional Correspondent 
 
Transitional. That’s the word that ties these wonderfully researched and written stories 
focusing on transitioning out of fossil fuels and finding new jobs for those who depended on 
those environmentally unfriendly vocations. It’s a world-wide issue so these stories take us to 
the Philippines, North Dakota, New Jersey and Malawi. It’s not an easy transition as the 
overcrowded food pantries in North Dakota and the deeply imbedded poverty of Malawi 
proclaim. But transition is moving ahead. As one sister who helps tend an environmentally 
friendly farm put it: “It’s a spiritual thing.” And who can object when a spiritual thing can also 
fill stomachs and protect the environment. 
 
Third Place 
How to bring Laudato Si’ into your wardrobe 
National Catholic Reporter, Whitney Bauck 
 
Those who characterize the fashion world as a ghetto of sweat shops may be correct. But this 
eye opening piece jolts us with further revelations of even deeper sins. Microplastics that may 
stretch across a body, also leak into the atmosphere and have been found from Mount Everest 
to the ocean’s Mariana Trench. Toxic dyes color rivers. Clothing made to last not much beyond 
an initial wearing, clogs landfills and greenhouse emissions from the industry are growing at a 
time when the rest of the world tries to reduce emissions. What can we do? Try mending 
clothes, research which brands do the least harm. Lobby for the industry to repent. Tough? Yes. 
But as Pope Francis said, “We know that things can change.” 
 
Honorable Mention 
As temperatures rise with climate change, how can Houston beat the heat? 
National Catholic Reporter, Nushin Huq 
 
A living document speaks to living waters 
Catholic Sentinel, Kristen Hannum 
 
 
N581c: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Dignity and Rights of the Workers 
 
First Place 
Feeding souls and stomachs 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
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Well-written, well-sourced story that paints a compelling picture of a seemingly wonderful 
program. Descriptive writing style captures the reader and story moves seamlessly. 
 
Second Place 
In CHRISTUS MUGUERZA leadership program, women gain skills, confidence to advance 
Catholic Health World, Julie Minda, Associate Editor 
 
Solid and detailed reporting on an interesting topic. Including comments from women who 
have taken part in the program made this story much better. 
 
Third Place 
Los Angeles garment workers, lawmakers cite faith in fight for fair wages 
National Catholic Reporter, Melissa Cedillo 
 
Good reporting and using a “real” person in the lede made the story all that more compelling. 
Rest of the story fills in the important details while also focusing on how faith is driving one of 
the garment worker’s efforts. Nicely done. 
 
Honorable Mention 
NOVALACIRO - Getting down to work 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Leslie Miller 
 
Workers Justice Project a Voice for Delivery Workers 
The Tablet, Bill Miller 
 
 
N581d: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Life and Dignity of the Human Person 
 
First Place 
God’s Hand in It 
The Evangelist, Mike Matvey 
 
An outstanding article on organ donation. The author includes colorful details and meaningful 
quotes to bring this story to life and leave a lasting impression on readers. 
 
Second Place 
Surviving Mount Cashel 
The Catholic Register, Wendy-Ann Clarke 
 
Excellent writing and reporting creates a powerful story that shows readers there horrors of 
sexual abuse and its long-term effects. 
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Third Place 
Providence sister talks about the grief and gift of accompanying two men to federal execution 
Global Sisters Report, Dan Stockman, National Correspondent 
 
This article stands out in a crowded field because of its detailed reporting and compelling 
writing. Great job. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Reporting on Social Justic Issues - Life and Dignity of the Human Person 
The Catholic Spirit-St. Paul, Joseph Ruff 
 
Hidden loss 
Hawaii Catholic Herald, Anna Weaver 
 
 
N581e: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Option for the Poor and Vulnerable 
 
First Place 
It’s a very raw experience 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings, Kathryn White 
 
Most readers haven’t been or ever will be homeless. Moira Cullings’ piece takes readers to the 
streets of homelessness and provides us with the experience of them and the volunteers. “It’s A 
Very Raw Experience” takes us to the Kansas City streets and readers can feel the people and 
their lives on this graphically depicted article. 
 
Second Place 
Ill and on the Streets 
Catholic Sentinel, Katie Scott 
 
“Ill and on the Streets” is a very complete and detailed look at the problem of COVOD-19 and 
the homeless. It uses the voice of the people involved to paint a detailed picture. 
 
Third Place 
“Holy Vietnamese Martyrs Church feeds hundreds daily” 
The Georgia Bulletin, Andrew Nelson, Staff Writer 
 
A great picture of parishioners feeding the hungry. Great details of the great work. It is shared 
wonderfully with readers as we get to know the story of the Holy Vietnamese Martyrs Church. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Nurses play essential role in efforts to advance health equity 
Catholic Health World, Julie Minda, Associate Editor 
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Ethics frame how Catholic systems make care decisions for unrepresented patients 
Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
 
N581f: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Rights and Responsibilities 
 
First Place 
Mercy Medical Center aids in Baltimore’s fight against human trafficking 
Catholic Health World, Patricia Corrigan 
 
Strongly reported story on a devastating social justice issue- human trafficking. The story leads 
readers through Baltimore’s coordinated and broad program in addressing the issue at the 
health care level. A good read on a difficult topic. 
 
Second Place 
Nourish New York 
Catholic Health World, Lisa Eisenhauer, Associate Editor 
 
Well-sourced reporting on an important and growing social justice concern – food insecurity. 
The reporting did a good job of connecting the issue with the Catholic faith and the mission to 
feed the hungry. 
 
Third Place 
SSM Health hospital is hub for Regional Pediatric Pandemic Network 
Catholic Courier, Mike Latona, Jennifer Burke and Jeff Witherow 
 
Informative reporting in a concisely written story that serves the readers well. 
 
 
N581g: Best Reporting of Social Justice Issues - Solidarity 
 
First Place 
Catholic Charities, CJP partner to support Afghan refugees 
The Pilot, Jacqueline Tetrault, reporter 
 
I like that there are multiple angles to the story and that the coverage showcases a 
nontraditional and unexpected collaboration to address a pressing issue. Just about any reader 
probably would learn something valuable from the coverage--the point about the Pope siding 
with Vladimir Putin in calling for democracies and specifically the United States to “stop the 
irresponsible policy of enforcing its own values on others and attempts to build democracy” is 
an interesting one and could shed light on current and future events. Insightful writing and 
interesting reading.  
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Second Place 
Mass brings recognition, healing on 175th anniversary of Miami Tribe members’ removal from 
Indiana 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Kevin Kilbane Joshua Schipper 
 
I love the way history is brought into this story — it shows a journey that extends even beyond 
the 175th anniversary. Also, the article provides an opportunity for most readers to learn 
something. The photos add to the story and draw readers to it. Also, it is interesting reading 
and ultimately uplifting and hopeful.  
 
Third Place 
When Jesus Goes to Prison 
National Catholic Register, Patti Armstrong, Register contributor 
 
The article showcases a need that is ongoing and for which just about anyone could provide 
what is needed. I like the way it talks about people from different places across the United 
States — it really drives home the idea that we are a big, interconnected community. The 
specific examples make it “real” and inspire. Enjoyable to read.  
 
Honorable Mention 
Prayers for Ethiopia grow louder 
The Catholic Register, Wendy-Ann Clarke 
 
Local Myanmar refugees suffer with their homeland 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Joseph Ruff 
 
 
N584a: Best Reporting on Vocations to Priesthood, Religious Life or Diaconate - One Shot 
 
First Place 
The Call of Duty: Military Chaplains 
National Catholic Register, Jonathan Liedl, Senior Editor 
 
Excellent writing that engages reader. Tells human interest story that is supported with 
essential data and sources, which are folded in so that storytelling flow remains uninterrupted, 
sustaining interest to the end. 
 
Second Place 
The deacons’ wives: Heart of the domestic church, backbone of the family 
Detroit Catholic, Gabriella Patti 
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Excellent storytelling on back story of valued role, providing information and insight that 
reveals that what what may seem like an informal, behind-the-scenes role is essential and 
formalized, albeit behind the scenes. 
 
Third Place 
Soon-to-be deacons await ordination with joyful anticipation 
The B.C. Catholic, Agnieszka Ruck, assistant editor and reporter 
 
Excellent writing that shares stories of soon-to-be-deacons different than most — in their 
words to reveal who they are, where they are headed and why. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Archdiocese celebrates Archbishop Fiorenza’s 90th birthday 
Texas Catholic Herald, By Jonah Dycus, James Ramos, Rebecca Torrellas 
 
Best Reporting on Vocations to Priesthood 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, The Catholic Spirit 
 
 
N584b: Best Reporting on Vocations to Priesthood, Religious Life or Diaconate - Series 
 
First Place 
Spiritual Mothers: Religious Community Leaders Care for and Guide Sisters to Christ 
National Catholic Register, Joan Frawley Desmond, Senior Editor; Register Contributors: Susan 
Klemond and John Aidan Byrne 
 
Each story in the Motherhood of Women Religious tells a powerful story backed by clear, 
compelling writing and reporting, as well as photos that help illustrate each concept. Great job!  
 
Second Place 
A Priest & His Chalice 
Catholic Star Herald, By Peter G. Sánchez, Staff Writer, Dave Hernandez, Staff Photographer 
 
A fascinating look at vocations as told by looking at three different priests’ chalices and the 
symbolism they represent. Excellent descriptive writing that holds the attention of readers from 
start to finish. 
 
Third Place 
Seminarian Q&A 
Rhode Island Catholic, Laura Kilgus, Assistant Editor 
 
The Seminarian Q&A is a great way to provide insight on vocations. Interesting questions and 
short, easy-to-read answers make this stand out above the rest. 
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Honorable Mention 
Pandemic Vocations 
Catholic News Service, Carol Zimmermann and Katie Rutter 
 
May Their Memory Be A Blessing: A Yearlong Series on Priests of New York 
Catholic New York, Msgr Thomas J. Shelley and Father Michael P. Morris 
 
 
N587: Best Seasonal Issue - Print only 
 
First Place 
Burying the Dead 
Today’s Catholic - Fort Wayne, Jodi Marlin Francie Hogan Jennifer Barton 
 
Uniform, informative, reassuring and succinct. Psalms scattered throughout tastefully. 
Thoughtfully curated. 
 
Second Place 
Rejoice! Rejoice! 
The Catholic Register, Catholic Register staff 
 
Artistic, creative colorful cover, distinctive. Well laid out, diverse array of articles, proclivity 
towards the arts throughout with wonderful drawings while inviting and playful with carols 
 
Third Place 
Year in Review 
The Evangelist, Emily Benson, Mike Matvey, Brenda Powell and Cindy Schultz 
 
Engaging year encapsulated, reel of the reality of 2021. Well-rounded. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Catholic Schools Week 
The Evangelist, Emily Benson, Mike Matvey, Brenda Powell and Cindy Schultz 
 
Easter issue 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Catholic Herald staff 
 
 
N591a: Best Sports Journalism - Sports Feature or Column 
 
First Place 
Faith, family and Seton community help small school star live his NBA dream 
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The Criterion, John Shaughnessy 
 
Very compelling story and well-written profile. Great work by the writer of capturing Bane’s 
humility, faith and focus and dedication to his family. Especially enjoyed the anecdote of Bane 
returning to his old neighborhood to play hoops with neighborhood kids. These moments are 
defining. 
 
Second Place 
A special Father’s Day gift comes with a catch—from God 
The Criterion, John Shaughnessy 
 
Absolutely loved this column. The descriptive, personal writing brought out an array of 
emotions in me, the reader. The simple baseball glove and how it can create memories that last 
a lifetime. Kudos, Mr. Shaughnessy. for the trip down memory lane. 
 
Third Place 
Running mate 
The Leaven, Todd Habiger 
 
Excellent descriptive writing. Thought the writer did a wonderful job of bringing out young 
Jude’s personality. Very inspirational story. 
 
Honorable Mention 
It’s in the Cards 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Dave Hrbacek 
 
Seahawks’ Willson guided by God’s will 
The Catholic Register, Quinton Amundson 
 
N591b: Best Sports Journalism - Sports News 
 
First Place 
SCA grad competes at U.S. Track and Field Olympic Trials 
Tennessee Register, Trials Andy Telli, Managing Editor 
 
Bold and dramatic imagery capturing an power of competition. Excellent work! 
 
Second Place 
Olympic swimming champion Katie Ledecky comes home to Stone Ridge School of the Sacred 
Heart 
Catholic Standard, Story by Maureen Boyle Photos by Andrew Biraj 
 
Excellent. Solid work! 
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Third Place 
Cristo Rey Flames edge out Notre Dame Irish for senior night win 
The Georgia Bulletin, Andrew Nelson, Staff Writer 
Nice work! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Olympic Gold Medalist Tells Students To Put Jesus First 
The Tablet, Paula Katinas 
 
JPII grad Jake Rucker selected in MLB draft 
Tennessee Register, Jacob Telli, Reporter 
 
 
N596a: Best Print Special Supplement - On a Bishop’s Transition 
 
First Place 
Welcoming Bishop Italo Dell’Oro 
Texas Catholic Herald, By Jonah Dycus, Rebecca Torrellas, Catherine Viola, James Ramos, Jo Ann 
Zuñiga, Sean O’Driscoll 
 
Strong writing. Great reporting; really gave a strong sense of the bishop-elect and the role. Also, 
really nice job putting the importance of this event in the context of history. I liked the editorial 
choice of running some content in Spanish. Terrific layout, good use of photos. I enjoyed the 
FAQ/terminology. 
 
Second Place 
Called to Brooklyn 
Catholic Times-Columbus, Doug Bean, Editor Tim Puet, Contributor Kimberly Woodruff, 
Designer 
 
Good writing, strong reporting. Really nice job capturing the sense of Bishop Brennan’s 
accomplishments. Solid Q&A. I also enjoyed the timeline. Good headlines, too. 
 
Third Place 
Welcome Our Shepherd: Most Rev. William E. Koenig, 10th Bishop of the Diocese of 
Wilmington 
The Dialog, Joseph P. Owens Virginia Durkin O’Shea Mike Lang Kaitlyn Firmani 
 
Very well done. Really outstanding edition. Good story choices. Nice job putting these events in 
a place of history. Good writing overall. I especially liked Mike Lang’s story on Father Dillingham 
receiving the news. Good use of family/handout photos.  
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Honorable Mention 
Legacy of Service - Bishop DiMarzio 
The Tablet, Ed Wilkinson, Franca Braatz, JoAnn DiNapoli, Kimberly Benn, Claretha White, Kelly 
Calderon, and Vito Formica. 
 
Bishop Felton: The Journey Continues 
The Compass, The Compass Staff 
 
 
N596b: Best Print Special Supplement - One-Time Special Issue 
 
First Place 
One-time Special Section: The Gift of Priesthood 
Clarion Herald, Clarion Herald Staff 
 
I really enjoyed these stories. I especially enjoyed the pieces from Father Ekisa and Msgr. Nalty. 
Father Raphael’s piece was fascinating. Exceptional headline writing in some tight spaces. 
Generous proportion of editorial content to advertising. 
 
Second Place 
Gaining strength through trials — 175 years for the Archdiocese of Portland 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois, Kristen Hannum, Katie Scott, Patricia Montana, Bob Jaques, 
 
I really enjoyed the center spread timeline.  
 
Third Place 
Eucharistic Congress 2021 
Catholic News Herald, Catholic News Herald Staff 
 
Very user-friendly. Good information. Lots of fun here for the young and old. Terrific layout. I 
appreciated the puzzles and the pictures to color.  
 
Honorable Mention 
The Saint Joseph Retreat & Conference Center: A Place to Unite in the Heart of Jesus 
The Catholic Moment, Gabby Hlavek:Director of Communications and Editor of The Catholic 
Moment Katharine Calabro-Sanders: Manager of Communications and Content for the Diocese 
and The Catholic Moment Twyla Arnold- Communications Specialists for The Saint Joseph 
Retreat & Conference Center 
 
St. Joseph Special 
National Catholic Register, Register editors and contributors: Archbishop Joseph F. Naumann, 
Father Raymond J. de Souza, Father Roger J. Landry, John M. Grondelski, Ph.D., Mike Aquilina, 
Msgr. Charles Pope, Sister Clare Hunter, Joseph O’Brien 
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N596c: Best Print Special Supplement - Regular Special Supplement 
 
First Place 
Here to heal 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois, Kristen Hannum, Bob Jaques, Katie Scott, Sarah Wolf, Patricia 
Montana 
 
The cover alone.... wow! Overall great section. Very well done. Graphics, photos, articles. A joy 
to see. Interesting and timely too. 
 
Second Place 
Gift of Blackness Brings Life to the Church 
The Record, Jennifer Jenkins, Advertising Director Paul Hohman, Production Manager Charmein 
Weathers, African American Catholic Special Projects/Communications Coordinator, Office of 
Multicultural Ministry 
 
Very good design and content planning. Reflective and timely piece. 
 
Third Place 
A Holy Death 
Catholic News Herald, Catholic News Herald Staff 
 
Very good pub. Theme held solid throughout. Articles interesting and fitting. Well done. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Vocations and Milestones 
Catholic Courier, Staff 
 
Tablet Jr. 
The Tablet, Laura Hickey, Gina Krainchich, Faby Rodriguez 
 
 
N811a: Best Multiple Picture Package - Feature 
 
First Place 
Taking NCYC By Storm 
The Leaven, Kathryn White 
 
Photos effectively and creatively tell the entire story. Photo package depicts the myriad event 
elements as well as the fun energy, purpose and accomplishments achieved. 
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Second Place 
Spring in Bloom: A Caress of God 
The Catholic Post, Thomas Dermody, editor; Shannon Reznik, graphic design 
 
Excellent photo array that creatively blends brick-and-mortar symbolism with symbolism of 
spring. 
 
Third Place 
Candid Clerics 
Idaho Catholic Register, Gene Fadness 
 
Fun depiction that shows clerics are ordinary people, too. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Couples renew their marriage vows 
Catholic Courier, Jeff Witherow 
 
 
N811b: Best Multiple Picture Package - News 
 
First Place 
Holy Week worship 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Zoey Maraist, Matt Riedl, Joe Cashwell 
 
This group of photos is interesting, creative and diverse. Each photo works well on its own, but 
it is the compilation of the group that brings the most interest and meaning to the coverage. 
 
Second Place 
Pentecost Profession 
Idaho Catholic Register, Gene Fadness, Veronica Gutierrez 
 
The variety of photos in this picture package tell different parts of the story and capture the 
emotions and feel of the day. This selection is a nice compilation. 
 
Third Place 
A Priestly Beginning 
The Evangelist, Mike Matvey, Brenda Powell and Cindy Schultz 
 
The black and white nature of these images helps reduce them to their essence and removes 
the non-essential while capturing the best that is there. These images are eye-catching and tell 
the story of the day. 
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Honorable Mention 
Life-Giving Waters 
Catholic Star Herald, Mike Walsh, Associate Publisher; Dave Hernandez, Staff Photographer; 
Maria Toci D’Antonio, Communications Coordinator; Tom O’Shea, Production Coordinator & 
Graphic Designer; Alan M. Dumoff, Correspondent; Jennifer Mauro, Managing Editor 
 
Blue Mass honors those who ‘stand in harm’s way as a witness to hope 
Catholic Standard, Photos by Andrew B 
 
 
N811c: Best Multiple Picture Package - Sports 
 
First Place 
Water World 
The Leaven, Jay Soldner 
 
Excellent, intriguing set of photos 
 
Second Place 
Winter athletes score successes 
Catholic Courier, Jeff Witherow 
 
Great set of timely photos 
 
N821a: Best Photo Story - Feature 
 
First Place 
Journey to Resurrection 
Idaho Catholic Register, Veronica Gutierrez, Genavive Edman, Bob Dodson 
 
Beautiful pictures; really captured these moments well to tell the story. 
 
Second Place 
Channeling Francis for pet blessings 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Ann M. Augherton, Pia Hovenga 
 
I’m a sucker for pets. These photos offer a good combo of traditional and non traditional pets.  
 
Third Place 
Quincenera’ is a time-honored Mexican ritual with Catholic roots 
Clarion Herald, Peter Finney Jr. 
 
Fabulous shots; tell the story well. Good arrangement 
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N821b: Best Photo Story - News 
 
First Place 
A Priestly Beginning 
The Evangelist, Mike Matvey, Brenda Powell and Cindy Schultz 
 
There is a clear story told from beginning to end in this package.photos offer creative points of 
view. 
 
Second Place 
Walk with Mary 
Catholic Standard, Photos by Mihoko Owada 
 
The package offers nicely composed photos that clearly highlight different points in the 
celebration. 
 
Third Place 
The Path to the Glory of Easter 
Catholic New York, Chris Sheridan, Maria R. Bastone, Mary DiBiase Blaich 
 
The photographer uses interesting angles used throughout the package, with well-cropped 
photos. 
 
 
N831a: Best Story and Photo Package - By an Individual 
 
First Place 
Fertile Ground 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Story and Photos by Dave Hrbacek 
 
Gorgeous, well-composed action and detail photos show why and how this school’s agriculture 
classes are engaging students before a reader can even begin the story. The story itself draws 
the reader in with its narrative opening and heightened detail. 
 
Second Place 
Building along U.S. Hwy. 1 stands like a lighthouse 
Florida Catholic (Miami), Tom Tracy 
 
This article is written with a sure hand, portraying with clarity the emotion of the event and 
what the church community has endured. The photographer’s vantage point and framing work 
well to show the church. 
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Third Place 
‘No hands but yours’ 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 
 
A rare and interesting subject that is enhanced by its photographs showing the process of 
repairing religious statues. There is a thorough explanation of how such work is done, with the 
writer offering effective significant detail. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Brady Market “Counting on you” 
The Catholic Sun - Syracuse, Brady Market “Counting on you” Thomas Maguire, Associate Editor 
 
N831b: Best Story and Photo Package - By Two Individuals or more 
 
First Place 
It’s a very raw experience 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings, Kathryn White 
 
The tone of the images and story compliment each other, weaving in and out to create a 
cohesive piece. Both the text and visuals have great impact and enhance the other. 
 
Second Place 
Frontera: Where the limits of a wall and the promise of the unknown intersect 
Global Sisters Report, Lisa Elmaleh, Freelance Photographer Soli Salgado, Staff Writer 
 
In many ways the photographs in this selection say so much more than the article and captions. 
The images are powerful and drive the storyline; however, the textual explanations bring 
greater understanding to the story being told. This compilation captures the tension of the 
border area and provides those who have never seen it with greater knowledge and awareness. 
 
Third Place 
Behind The Scenes 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings, Jay Soldner 
 
This submission has a nice variety of images that complement the article and show the vibrancy 
and joyfulness of the camp community. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Legion of Mary marks centennial of evangelizing, prayer 
The Georgia Bulletin, Samantha Smith, writer, and Johnathon Kelso, photographer 
 
Holy Week coverage 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Zoey Maraist, Matt Riedl, Joe Cashwell 
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N840: Best Photograph – Feature Photo 
 
First Place 
How We Remember 
Catholic New York, Chris Sheridan 
 
What a beautiful, artistic photograph! The balance and colors and clarity are all just perfect, 
and the subject is perfect for the location of the publication. The photo at once evokes 
memories of 9/11 and brings the viewer to the present and what was taken and left behind. A 
great, emotional photograph. 
 
Second Place 
Dual altar servers 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
Beautiful photo. The depth and focus are perfect. The balance is very nice, with the tall boy 
being out of focus in the background and yet seemingly in front of the shorter, in-focus boy. 
The photo tells a wholesome, time-honored story while also depicting the modern 
circumstance of mask-wearing. Nice work! 
 
Third Place 
Christmas at the Cathedral returns 
Tennessee Register, Katie Peterson, Reporter 
 
This is a beautiful photograph with a very creative perspective. It sort of doubles down on the 
idea of the newspaper reader being a viewer of the scene by making it seem as if the reader is 
peering through the window.  
 
Honorable Mention 
Stained glass windows reflected in flag 
The Pilot, Gregory L. Tracy 
 
Magic 
The Leaven, Moira Cullings 
 
 
N841: Best Photograph – Spot News 
 
First Place 
During Year of St. Joseph, dads march with the Eucharist on Father’s Day 
Detroit Catholic, Valaurian Waller 
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This photo excels on multiple fronts: capturing a moment of exuberant emotion that not only 
supplements but sets a tone for the journalistic piece. Good lighting and talented framing 
combine to create a beautiful photograph. 
 
Second Place 
First Responder Funeral 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
 
The subject itself is a common one — laying a loved one to rest — but the photo establishes a 
profound pathos and supplies a unique, fraught visual marker for the story’s timely subject — 
the toll of the COVID pandemic on local communities. 
 
Third Place 
Seaside Stations draw many to gather in prayer on Good Friday 
Rhode Island Catholic, Laura Kilgus, Assistant Editor 
 
This photo is remarkable for its wide-angle framing that establishes the setting along with its 
original subject, an unusual liturgy. Its placement alongside an article poses a question — “what 
am I looking at?” — succeeding in generating the kind of curiosity that journalistic photos 
should driving people to learn more. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Wall of Sorrow 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
 
Father John Hammond ascends steps at St. Patrick Church 
Tennessee Register, Katie Peterson, Reporter 
 
N842: Best Photograph – General News Photo 
 
First Place 
A Role to Play 
The Evangelist, Cindy Schultz 
 
What an incredible photo. What makes it truly special is the way that it ‘explodes and 
compresses’ at the same time. Your eye leads you from the main subject to the background - 
which just explodes in all directions with different lines, shades and colors.The composition is 
fantastic, simply put; multi-layered and detailed. 
 
Second Place 
First wave of churches kicks off diocese’s Legacy Campaign 
Tennessee Register, Katie Peterson, Reporter 
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Atmospheric color and light straight out of an oil-painting. Great storytelling. It really sets a 
scene and has strong sense of place. 
 
Third Place 
Final farewell 
The Pilot, Gregory L. Tracy 
 
Strongest horizontal composition in the competition.It has some of the best color too. It is very 
rich, vivid and striking.  
 
Honorable Mention 
Indigenous dancer at Toronto reconciliation rally 
The Catholic Register, Michael Swan 
Honoring Our Lady of Guadalupe 
The Beacon, Joe Gigli 
 
N844: Best Photograph – Portrait 
 
First Place 
Larger Than Life 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Dave Hrbacek 
 
Bold, dynamic use of color and composition. Excellent communication product! 
 
Second Place 
Ordination of Father Daniel Mahoney 
Rhode Island Catholic, Laura Kilgus, Assistant Editor 
 
Stylish and dynamic imagery. Strong leading lines, use of light. Great job! 
 
Third Place 
Pope Francis blesses a blind man 
Aleteia.org, Antoine Mekary 
 
Powerful religious imagery and strong use of light and color make this entry a solid professional 
submission. Well done! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Brenda of the Legion of Mary 
The Georgia Bulletin, Johnathon Kelso, Staff Photographer 
 
Home for the Homeless 
Catholic News Service, Bob Roller 
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N845: Best Photograph – Scenic, Still-life or Weather Photo 
 
First Place 
St. Joseph in Winter 
Today’s Catholic-Fort Wayne, Bishop Kevin C. Rhoades 
 
Uniquely creative artistic vision. Engaging composition and perspective. 
 
Second Place 
Still Dawn California 
Catholic News Service, Chaz Muth 
 
Stylish use of color and light. Well done! 
 
Third Place 
Holy Water 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
 
Impressive use of composition and color to document the moment. Well done! 
 
Honorable Mention 
Remembering 9/11 
The Dialog, Don Blake 
 
Benedictine Blessing 
Idaho Catholic Register, Judy Potter 
 
 
N846: Best Photograph – Sports Photo 
 
First Place 
Cheer Girls 
Mary DiBiase Blaich for Catholic New York 
 
This photo conveys the exact moment of action and excitement in a perfectly composed frame. 
It nicely captures one girl in a the center of a whole group turned to the camera cheering, 
underscoring the team’s and community’s emotion. 
 
Second Place 
The Eyes Have It 
Catholic Star Herald, Dave Hernandez, Staff Photographer 
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The photographer expertly captures the winning moment, even with the hockey puck centered 
in the photo so the eye is drawn to it. The framing is also well done, with the players 
photographed up close. 
 
Third Place 
Winter athletes score successes 
Catholic Courier, Jeff Witherow 
 
The rule of thirds is applied well, with all points of interest at key places, especially the ball. 
 
 
N847: Best Photograph – Sacramental 
 
First Place 
Girl bears candle joyfully 
Catholic Sentinel, Ed Langlois 
 
The composition of this photograph is perfect to allow the viewer’s eye to move to the points 
of importance and emotion. Focusing on the foreground is highly impactful, as is using figures 
in the background is to frame the photo. 
 
Second Place 
Eucharist Unites 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Unites Dave Hrbacek 
 
The photographer frames the photo nicely on all four sides to create compelling visual interest. 
Making the chalice the focal point not only centers the photo for its well-created composition, 
but emphasizes the meaning of the photo. 
 
Third Place 
Youth with disability receives Communion at White Mass 
Catholic Standard, photo by Andrew Biraj 
 
The photographer captures just the right moment to portray the joy of this event. The 
photographer wisely focuses closely on the main subject’s face to make him the focal point and 
give significance to the event. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Consecration 
Catholic Times-Columbus, Ken Snow, Photographer 
 
Welcome to the Faith 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
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N848: Best Photograph – Vocations to the Priesthood, religious life or Diaconate 
 
First Place 
Holy Smoke 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
 
Really fantastic composition, and the lighting is amazing. Detail is just terrific. 
 
Second Place 
Ordination of Father Daniel Mahoney 
Rhode Island Catholic, Laura Kilgus, Assistant Editor 
 
Beautifully timed photo. Captures a wonderful moment.  
 
Third Place 
Joy! 
The Evangelist, Cindy Schultz 
 
Terrific photo. Captures a beautiful moment. 
 
Honorable Mention 
Rite of Ordination 
Catholic New York, Chris Sheridan 
 
Four Ordained and Foreordained cover photo 
Idaho Catholic Register, Veronica Gutierrez 
 
N849: Best Photograph – Holy Days/Liturgical Seasons 
 
First Place 
Carrying Christ’s Cross 
Catholic News Service, Gregory A. Shemitz 
 
Great composition, a powerful, moving image that while staged didn’t feel that way. Told the 
message in a very clear and direct manner. 
 
Second Place 
Holy week worship 
Arlington Catholic Herald, Matt Riedl 
 
Bright, colorful well composed and beautiful images that captured Holy Week very well. 
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Third Place 
Remember you are Dust 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Dave Hrbacek 
 
This image said so much about the faith of the subject but also the context of the very trying 
times that we’ve experienced. Nicely composed. 
 
Honorable Mention 
O Holy Night 
Catholic New York, Maria R. Bastone 
 
Easter Vigil Candles 
Mary DiBiase Blaich for Catholic New York 
 
 
N851: Best Photograph – Catholic Education 
 
First Place 
School Covid Chorus 
Mary DiBiase Blaich for Catholic New York 
 
This was a great photo! It was interesting to see the young girls pushing through what was 
clearly a cold day amidst a pandemic and still be providing the community with music. 
 
Second Place 
Eyes Have It! 
The Evangelist, Cindy Schultz 
 
This was a really cool photo! The colors of the classroom were so vivid and the focus on the one 
student (with teacher and a peer blurred in background) showed impressive technique. The 
mask wearing in the photo made it feel like a peak into a unique cultural moment. It was also 
interesting to see how school time can look very different from the traditional image of 
students in rows of desks. 
 
Third Place 
Catholic Classroom on the Phone 
Catholic News Service, Chaz Muth 
 
I was really impressed that the photographer was able to have the written text AND the phone 
with a person on video AND the people in-person all be so sharp. It is usually very hard to focus 
on a phone screen and on the world around it at the same time. This photo did an interesting 
job showing what schooling looks like in this day and age. 
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Honorable Mention 
Catholic Schools Week 
Catholic Courier, Jeff Witherow 
 
Schools aim for safe, positive year 
Catholic Courier, Jeff Witherow 
 
 
N852: Best Photograph – Immigration/Migration 
 
First Place 
Watching behind bars 
Catholic News Service, Paul Haring 
 
The photograph is beautifully composed, the image is very evocative and the content break 
your heart. 
 
Second Place 
Afghan family welcomed to Nashville 
Tennessee Register, Katie Peterson, Reporter 
 
 
N853: Best Photograph – National/International Event 
 
First Place 
Religion in the Rubble 
Catholic News Service, Paul Haring 
 
A powerful photograph that captures a memorable and sobering moment. The photo, correctly 
titled, religion in the rubble is an understatement. The photo is a visual testament to the power 
of faith, even during the most challenging circumstances. 
 
Second Place 
After the Verdict 
The Catholic Spirit - St. Paul and Minneapolis, Dave Hrbacek 
 
Even though this picture was a reaction to the George Floyd verdict, by focusing on one person 
other than a large group, the photographer beautifully captures the pain of that moment. A 
striking yet somber visual of a painful moment in our history. 
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Third Place 
Supreme Debate 
Catholic News Service, Tyler Orsburn 
 
What makes this picture stand out is the photographers’ enterprising approach. Most 
photographers will film one side or the other but this photographer accurately captures both 
sides of one of the longest and most contentious debates in our history. His photo is balanced, 
objective and tells a powerful story. 
 
Honorable Mention 
March for Life 2021 
Aleteia.org, Jeffrey Bruno 
 
Father’s Day 
The Compass, Sam Lucero 


